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THE PRINCETON

Helping To S - ll Princeton And
Princeton Merchants To Sell
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PROPERTY VALUATION PLACED AT $13,151,176
Butler Pupil Wins R. W. Lisanby Receives
Soil Conservation Citizenship Cup Award
Essay Contest
First Prize, $25 Savings
Bond, Goes To Randall
Chambliss; Bertram
Jones Is Second
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Coleman-Dunn Co.
Will Have Open
House Saturday

11safill life Ended

New Home Of International Harvester Co.
And Hudson Cars Invites Public Inspection

Randall Chambliss, Butler
High School junior, won first
prize, a $9
-5 Savings bond, in
pr
the annual Soil Conservation
Essay contest in Caldwell county district, Oliver C. Allcock,
work unit conservationist, announced Tuesday. The bond is
'warded by The Courier-Journal,
ouisville Times and Radio Station W'HAS.
Second prize, $10, went to
Bertram Jones, Fredonia High
School.
Chambliss' essay, on e of 278
submitted in the county contest, will be sent to Louisville
be entered in the State cornoetition.
The Princeton Rotary Club and
the Caldwell County Farm Bueau contributed $115 for local
ash awards. Contest winners
will receive their awards at a
.oil conservation program February 12. This program, for
school children from Fifth
through Twelfth grades, will be
rom 9 to 10:30 o'clock, in the
.pitel Theater. Films on soil
onservation will be shown, Mr.
• Ilcock said.
Other winners by schools are
Fredonia, Lewis Felker, $3; Bil:y Boitnott, $2; James Cartwright, John H. Turley, Bobby
Eskew, Lewis W. Grimes, Leroy McNeeley, Hilton Thomason,
ienry Clay Rice and Philip
elps, $1 each, and Monia Sue
Blackburn and Roy G. Son, 50
vnts each.
Butler, Wilma Prince, $8; Rose
M. Beck, $5; James P. Hodge,
Mary V. Meadows, Dorla Stal:.ns, Jimmie Wallace and Caro'ye Thomas, $1 each; Dotson,
Mary Crarther, $1; Eestside, Ce(Please turn to Page Six)

Nobody's Taxes Raised
Yet; Rate Will Decide
Payments By Owners

Formal opening of the new
Listing Call First "Equalized Assessment" In Attempt
business home of the ColemanPlace All Taxpayers On Fair Footing; Rolls
To
Dunn Company, formerly the
On Until Feb. 7 For Review By Citizens;
Princeton Implement Company
which was located on the DawBoard Of Supervisors Will Hear Appeals
son Road, will be featured by
First recapitulation .of property valuations in Caldwell
an "Open House", a musical
county, as a basis for 1948 County and State tax payments,
show and motion picture in colshows a total of $13,151,17d as compared to an assessed valor Saturday afternoon, Jan. 15,
ulation of $6,885,285 for 1947, according to figures in CounTaylor
And
Fred
Business
Civic,
it was anzwunced this week.
Assessor Larkins' office. The statement was taken to
ty
The corEpany's new building
Religious Leader Dies
Monday by. Revenue Agents Jack Kennedy and
Frankfort
is located on W. Main street
for review by Commissioner H. Clyde
Brashears
Illness;
long
After
Morton
near the city limit. It is of conReeves.
Burial Sunday
crete and steel construction,
'The fact that property is asA large concourse of friends,
70 x 120 feet in dimensions,
sessed at a figure almost twice
with a specious showroom and a
neighbors and relatives paid
Barkley To Be Honored. that of the previous year does
Voluntary Enlistments
60 x 75 service department. The
tribute to the life and deeds of
no mean that any citizen's taxes
By State Press Assn.
building has a plate glass front Average 35,000 A
Fred Taylor, 76, at funeral serLexington -AP- Alben 'have been increased yet", Mr.
and automatic heating.
vices conducted Sunday afterMonth, Report
W. Barkley, veteran K,entueThe Coleman-Dunn Company
Brashears said. 'The amount
the
H
Army
plan
its
continues
in the First Baptist Church.
nocn
ky Senator and .Vice Presis dealer for International Hareach property owner pays will
w a s named ! be determined by the tax rate,
ident-Elect,
vester farm equipment, electric not to draft eny men during Mr. Taylor died Friday night
the State's "Most Outstandrefrigeration and motor trucks February and March, the next after a long illness.
'Which is to be fixed by local
ing Citizen for 1948:' by the ' authorities . . . the Fiscal Court
and Hudson passenger automo- contingent from this area will
His lifelong friend and coKentucky Press Associallon.• and the City and County boards
biles, a new line which was re- not be called until April, Henry
worker in the church, the Rev.
Joe LaGore, Paducah, chaircently added. Two 1949 Hudson
of Education", he concluded.
man of the KPA execntive
cars will be on display at the D. Averdick, chief clerk of 0. M. Schultz, in his eulogy
This is the first "equalized" assaid
9,
No.
Board
Tuesday.
Draft
committee, s a i d. Barkley
said the measure of a man
Opening.
sessment the county has had in
15
about
men
estimates
He
will be honored Jan. 28 at
Open House for visitors will
many years, the Revenue Deshould be taken first in the
in the three counties, Caldwell,
a banquet of the 130th an-, partment agents stated, and it Is
begin at 1 o'clock Saturday afTaylor
Mr.
declared
and
home
nual midwinter ,meeting of , intended to place all citizens
ternoon, with the feature enter- Lyon and Crittenden, served by had been an exemplary husband,
the board will have their Army
association in Louisville.
the
tainmeot, to be presented by a
who own property upon a fair
He
grandfather.
deferred by two father and
troup from Louisville, starting entrance times
basis as to valuation to their
touched upon Mr. Taylor's sermonths.
at 7:30 o'clock at night. Singing,
holdings. Only those whose asmemas
community
the
to
vice
One selectee , 011ie Thomas
R. W. Lisanby
tap dancing, specialty dancing,
sessed valuations have been too
Patton, Dycusburg, was sent ber of the City Council, charas measured• against those
low,
R. W. Lisanby, retired attor- good many years ago, and single comedy and colored movies will
Kiwanis
the
of
member
from Board No. 9 this month. No ter
of their neighbors, will pay high
ney, received the Kiwanis Club handed and alone, he fought the be offered and the public is incalled in January, Club and civic worker, and paid
be
will
others
taxes, it was pointed out, while
cup 'Friday night for "A Life- utilities (not K. U.) for lower vited.
tribute to his long labor in and
Curtis Coleman, partner in the • Averdick said.
many, whose properties have
time of Outstanding Public Ser- rates. He was successful . . .
church.
the
for
Reason for cutting down the
$99,000 Of Princeton
been assessed fairly heretofore,
vice to His Community." A cup
"During the depth of depres- business, came to Princeton in
1,
Jan.
born
was
Taylor
Mr.
draft quota is that voluntary
will pay less than before.
is given annually to an out- sion Caldwell county taxpayers the summer of 1948 from Evansof
son
a
Revenue
Dam,
Water
Bonds
Beaver
at
1873,
enlistments and re-enlistments
From January 15 to February
standing citizen of Caldwell were burdened under assess- ville Ind., where he was for 9
are up, averaging 35,00amonth, the late John Richard and Nancy
Bought For $102,317.49 7, the tax rolls will be open for
county.
ments set up in the late 1920's. years zone manager for the In- Secretary of the Army Royall Barnes Taylor. He married Miss
The bid of J. J. B. Hilliard inspection at the office of the
"The recipient of this cup is He wanted something done
ut teinational -Harvester Co. He has said.
Dffie Chapman, of Beaver Dam,
arid Son's, Louisville, was ac- county assessor, in the court-.
eli been in charge of construe14111 of
an individual who throughout it, so he formed the
He
survives.
she
and
11395,
In
"As long as voluntary enlistpany's new lanirdisrcepted at Monday night's meet- house, so citizens may review
life has had strong )vantS and County Taxpayers
ments and re-enlistments remain came to Princeton in 1907 and
their assessments and compare
the conviction of these wants to worked until assessments were ing his residence here. He and sufficient to
the founded the lumber business of ing of the City Council for the
maintain
translate them Into action," reduced. The whole community Mrs. Coleman live on Cadiz strength of the army there will which he was the active head purchase of $99,000 of Prince- them with those of their neighstreet,
bors. If a taxpayer is dissatisfied,
Marshall Eldred,' Louisville at- benefited . . .
be no calls /or inductions," Roy- until he, formed a partnership ton water revenue, bonds, MayPaul Dunn, who came to
he can appeal to the County
The old courthouse was antorney and past president of the
1931.
in
Rumsey,
son,
his
with
all said.
or W. L. Cash said Tuesday. Board of Supervisors.
club, said in the presentation tiquatbd and inadequate. Every- Princeton from Madisonville in
City
the
of
member
a
was
He
The bid was $102,317.49 for the
The plan under which the new
speech. "He has been blessed one said so. But he did some- 1943, and purchased the PrinceCouncil during a progressive
whole issue, or $1,033.51 a bond. assessment has been made calls
with the ability to carry out his thing about it. He carried the ton Implement Company, is well
period when streets and waterA second bid, by J. C. Brad- for the present tax rate to be
convictions to achieve success in burden a-hen others were dis- known to business interests of
works were built.
ford and Company, Nashville,
for
his own life, but he did not stop couraged. He wouldn't be licked. the community.
Mr. Taylor is survived by a Tenn., was only $16.49 .less than lowered so the total levenue
was
it
as
same
the
be
will
1948
which
courthouse
a
himself.
is
for
there
things
Now
wanting
with
of
Taylor,
Horace
Mrs.
sister,
John E. Sims Says
the Hilliard bid, $102,310 for in 1947, Mr. Brashears pointed
"He wanted things for his IS a monument to Caldwell Flospital Board Meets
Beaver Dam; brothers, Sam, the whole issue.
Dance Scheduled For
Device Adds To
out.
(Please turn to Back Page)
community. .. He was mayor a
Beaver Dam, and Gilbert Lee,
With Fiscal Court
Each bid was accompanied by
The Revenue Department has
Wishing
;
29
January
Pilot's Confidence
Rumsey
son,
and
Mich.,
Detroit,
The hospital building commita $3,000 certified check, Mayor helped in the re-valuation of
John E, Sims, son-in-law of Awards Presented To
Grace,
Mattie
daughter,
A
B.
Wells On Street
tee met with the Fiscal Court
Cash said.
property in Caldwell county,
Hyla Mohon and former Butler
The March of Dimes campaign died in 1931. Grandchildren surCorn Derby Winners
Monday afternoon to discuss
Interest c d'u p o n s, totaling Commissioner Reeves has point..figh teacher, flew the first airWinners of the 1948 County
letting of the contract and ways will continue through January viving are Rumsey, Jr., Robert, $1,032.50 and due January 1, ed out upon several occasions,
plane with the new cross-wind C
Derby were honored at
and means of installing a new 31, with a dance scheduled at Fred and Nancy.
were destroyed. These repre- only because it was asked to
: ear which allows aircraft to Wednesday's meeting of the Kisewer
line to the hospital site. the Elks Club Saturday night, Burial was in Cedar Hill Cem- sented s ix months' interest do so, in order to put tax pay.and and take pff in winds
Sparks;
the
at
C.
prayer
W.
brief
a
with
Succeeds
etery,
campaign
Wilcox,
A.
R.
Joe
29,
Agent
wanis Club, County
Present were Chairman Thom- Jan.
charges on the city's general ob- ing here on a fair and equitable
:Sowing across a runway.
Mabry making the cash awards.. Mays Vice-President,
as J. Simmons, Judge G. 0, chairman, said Tuesday. The graveside. Rev. H. G. M. Metier ligation bonds. The disburse- basis and to help the county obMr. Sims is assistant to the
Results of the corn derby have
Harrelson, R. S. Gregory, John dance will be open to the pub- assisted in the services at the ment was from the sinking fund. tain needed revenue.
Administrator of the Second been previously published. K. A. Young Re-elected
church, and Miss Virginia McEd Young and Judge Clyde lic, he said.
A report showed that 228 motProperty valuations, for purpreselected
was
Lamb
Edwin
Region, Civil Aeronautics Ad- Johnston, district lieutenant govThe "Wishing Wells" will be Caslin sang a solo.
Wood. Committeemen S. J. Lowor vehicle licenses have been poses of 1948 assessment, brokninistration, for aviation train- ernor, Kiwanis International, ident of the Princeton Golf and
Shore,
Alfred
were
Pallbearers
this
Princeton
of
streets
the
on
ry and Wylie Jones were unsold for 1949. Action on the pur- en down into the several majot
Mg, Atlanta, Ga.
weekend, and contributions will Julian Littlepage, Homer Lane, chase of a fire truck was again
presented a certificate for ser- Country Club Monday night, able to attend.
classifications, follows:
It is, very .simple stance YOU
be received at each, Mr. Wilcox J.. B. Lester, J. D. Stephens, A.
Sparks.
vice ,sis club 1FCSA4C..23.4e
succeeding W.
pong, pending further stit-. Town,, lots 'anst.supliss •rmo.
• .-;.4 , ,fraintsWaniiiistleals.
,11;41,
.
P.,14
,:m0
VittOhio&
..ks3":64110.3‘29kriir-tiso ries,/ vice.
,
,litayoi"Citsti •sild:
$4,071,534; 1947, $1,84.9,90. Congress MirYA
rolling' sideways down a
Among those from out-Of-town
dren will get the usual Cards to
president, in place of Mr. Lamb,
The meeting, Mayor Cash preFarm lands: $4,726,305; 1947,
'onway," Mr. Sims wrote after
were
services
the
attended
as
Stars
who
Two
Flag
soon
as
To
dimes
with
filled
be
John E. Young was re-elected
siding, was, attended by nil coun- $2,401,354.
..e completed a cross country Mumps Strikes Pupils
C.
new
Earle
-The
Mrs.
AP
and
Governor
Washingtonheadthese arrive from State
secretary-treasurer.
cilmen.
Household goods: $11,200; 1947,
sight in which inspection branch At Eastside And Butler
Clements, Jesse Thomas and H.
Glenn Congress may add two new stars quarters.
directors are
New
$5,075.
olembers, designated examiners
More than 100 pupils at East' Farmer and Gordon Lisanby, to the United States flag. The
Funds of the Kentucky Chap- Clyde Reeves, Frankfort; Mrs. Church Teams To Play
and qualified pilots of crop- side Grade School have mumps,
Automobiles and trucks: $642,who succeed Mark Cunningham Democratic party, now in con- ter, National Foundation for In- Elizabeth Taylor, Mrs. By
Basketball Tonight
657; 1947, $270,945. (The number
.usting and spraying outfits had Russell Goodake r, principal,
and
platform
Gardner
its
W.
in
W.
pledged
is
Barnes,
trol,
exalmost
are
Paralysis,
fantile
U
R.
Cantren.
Rudy L.
Basketball teams from First
,r1 opportunity to try out the said. Mrs. Flora Creekmur, Sixth and
to support "immediate statehood" hausted with five months still daughter, Betty, and Dr. and Christian a nd First Baptist of these vehicles in the county
Kevil was re-elected.
olane,
increased from 1,095 in 1947, to
grade teacher, is also a victim of
Hopkinsfor Hawaii and Alaska.
remaining in the fiscal y e a r, Mrs. Oscar Fleener,
Churches will play two games, 1,639, in 1948.)
Mr. Sims believes the cross- the disease.
Neil Dalton, chairman, said last ville; Mr. and Mrs. Smith beginning at 7 o'clock, Thursday
Meeting
Congregational
aid landing gear will have a
Tangible personal property, in"We still have some chicken- Planned Wednesday Night
VFW Team Loses To
week. The Chapter has no re- Broadbent, Jr., Gracey.
night, Jan. 13, in Butler .High cluding stocks of merchandise,
iefinite psychological effect on pox, too," Mr. Goodaker said.
Tulsa,
Miller,
K.
A.
Mrs.
1949
the
from
funds
Tennessee
Quintet
and
serve
School gym, Both Intermediate
T h e annual congregational
Jots in that it is an additional
About eight pupils at Butler
The local VFW basketball 'March of Dimes do not become Okla.; Mr. and Mrs. Frank Tay- and Senior teams will play, the electric appliasces, jewelry, trade
sifety factor in landing and High School were reported by meeting of Central Presbyter- team lost Tuesday night, 51-32, to
and professional tools, $528,193;
Westerfield,
Aaron
Mrs.
available for use until the be- lor and
Rev. Tom W. Collins, pastor of 1947, $255,330.
.ives a proportional increase in the superintendent's office as ian Church will take place at 8 Austin Pea Normal School in a
Mrs. Bessie Beard, First Christian, said.
Providence;
year,
fiscal
next
the
of
binning
Jan.
night,
Wednesday
o'clock,
Manufacturing machiner y,
.nfidence.
absent because of mumps.
Central City; Wallace Chick,
game played at Clarksville, Mr. Dalton revealed.
19, in the church, the Rev. Davlivestock and farming equipMr.
Barnes,
Mrs.
Lee
15,
and
Jan.
Tenn.
night,
Saturday
Mrs.
been
has
crisis
financial
This
id W. Schulherr, pastor, anIn I. C. Hospital
ment, $12,846; 1947, $194,400.
Paducah Independents will play building up over a p e ri od of Porter Barnes and Hiram Miller,
I. D. Worrell, cashier at the
nounced Saturday. Following a
TayLee
Gilbert
Dam;
Beaver
gym,
the
Butler
in
and
VFWs
years because polio victims ofdinner, reports for the year will
Illinois Central Railway freight
Monday night, Jan. 17, a return ten need long specialized treat- lor, Detroit, Mich, and Mr. and
be given, and other business will
house, was admitted to the I. C. R. S. Gregory Elected
Mrs. R. S. Wilson and Mr. Clyde
game will be played here with ment and care.
be transacted.
Hospital, Paducah, Wednesday School Board Chairman
Ruby, Madisonville.
Austin Pea.
of last week for treatment of a
R. S. Gregory was elected
Inauguration
Attend
To
$5
heart ailment. He is improving chairman of the City Board of
Contributes
By R. A. Mabry
Club
the State, it is a major source
Charles J. White will leave Sister Of Mrs. Taylor
Smoke Causes Damage
satisfactorily, Mrs. Worrell re- Education at Tuesday night's
County Agent
of income on many farms. Esti- To Community Chest
Saturday night for Washington
ports.
Community extension organi- mated average yield of all types
meeting. Grayson Harrelson was
The West End Club, Prince- To Loftus Home
Attack
Heart
Suffers
inauguration of
ations proved very helpful in of tobacco this year will be ton, contributed $5 to the local
named vice-chairman. Howard
The condition of Mrs. A. K.
Smoke caused the greatest to attend the
ablishing needs for an educe- about 1,400 pounds an acre. It Cnnimunity Chest, Mrs. Allan damage to the home of Mrs. Harry S. Truman and rilben W. Miller, of Tulsa, Okla., who sufMcConnell and John Morgan
B. Boaz Improving
ions] education program in sev- is generally recognized by to- C. Hubbard, Chest secretary;said Will Loftus, 404 Washington Barkley as president and vice- fered a heart attack at the home
B. B. Boaz, Cobb, whose leg are new members of the board.
the guest
n communities of the county bacco growers here that
the main Tuesday. Mrs. Homer Patterson street, Tuesday night, when fire president. He will be
of her sister, Mrs. Fred Taylor, was broken recently, is improv- The fifth member of the board
here meetings were held with problem is to do a better job of is president of the West End broke out in the basemen. Fire of his sister, Mrs. Herbert Monday afternoon, is improved, ing rapidly, his daughter, Miss is Rumsey Taylor.
ommittees of fanners for plan- curing, stripping and grading, Club and Mrs. Gray Cavender Chief Clyde Kercheval said the Chancellor, and Mr. Chancellor. it was reported today. Mrs. Mil- Margaret Boaz, said Friday.
k
ing work needed in their
re- particularly of the Burley crop, is seci etary-treasurer. The Chest incident may have occurred The latter is with the Recon- ler was visiting her sister, havCorporation.
Finance
struction
Pective communities.
campaign
a
now,
making
not
Baptist
naninledl
rather than working toward is
Classifieds Are Cash
from defective wiring. There
ing been called here on account eBeuTnitahlyew
Farmers in each community higher yields.
Mrs. Hubbard said.
was practically no damage in a
ChurchswBaptist in
Patrons desiring to use
n1Church
of the death of Mr. Taylor. She
pPle
lttt
ed
ed re
a-t
elt corn should be placed high
Here
During the year about 15 barns
small flue fire Monday after- Supervisor
the classified columns of the
is under an oxygen tent at
n the list for improvement, as were remodeled to
Miss Jane Melton, supervisor Princeton Hospital, and
provide bet- WSCS To Meet Monday
noon in the small house on Dr.
her
services are Leader, aside from those
armers in the county plant 25,- ter ventilation. Four stripping
"Advance for Christ and His Frank T. Linton's farm, Chief of home economics, State De- daughter, Mrs. Carl Davenport, now being conducted in it. Rev.
who have regular advertis!l() to 30,000 acres annually to and grading
partment of Education, observed of Tulsa, arrived Tuesday to he Mr. Terrill, Eddyville, is
demonstrations were Church" will be the theme of Kercheval said.
pastor.
accrunts in this paper,
ing
heir crop and got an average
classes with Mrs. Earl Adams, at her bedside.
held, and two demonstrations of the program to be presented at
are earnestly requested not
seld of 28 bushels an acre in
home economics teacher at Butcuring with artificial heat were 7:30 o'clock Monday night, Jan. Missionaries Visit Here
----Undergoes Operation
947. Increasing of corn yields conducted.
to ask that classified ads be
17, in the church auditorium by
Mr. and Mrs. H. C. Ilobgood, ler High School, Tuesday.
Howard York, former PrinceAttend Funeral
as stressed this year through
charged. We do not keep
ChrisThe 14,000, to 15,000 acres of the Woman's Society of
missionaries of the Christian
Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Prealer tonian now living in Louisville,
he county corn derby which
books on classified ads, and
hay, made up of absut 5,000 tian Service, Ogden Memorial Church in Belgian Congo, Af- At Jennie Stuart
and B. T. Daum attended the is recuperating at home followcannot afford to; so please
irty-four farmers entered.
acres of Korean lespedeza, 35,- Methodist Church. The program rica, visited Mr. and Mrs. K. P.
M r s. Lawrence B. Jones, funeral Friday in Tipton, Ind., ing a minor operation last week
classifieds are
Though tobacco acreage is 000 acres of alfalfa, and 8,000 Is for all women's organizations
remember .
Hobgood and Mrs. Blanche Hob- Route 3, Princeton, is ill in the of Mrs. Kate, Presler. The de- in St. Anthony's Hospital, Louismall in Caldwell county, corncash.
the
women
of
members
and
-acres of clover
clover and and
good, S. Jefferson street, Sat- Jennie Stuart Hospital, Hopkins ceased is Mr. Presler's grand- ville, according to a letter writ...red to sone other counties in
The Fiditor.
(Please turn \to Page Six) \; church.
mother and Mr. Daum's aunt.
urday.
ten to friends by Mrs. York.

Funeral Rites
For Fred Taylor
largely Attended

Next Draft Call
Likely In April

Bond Bid Accepted
By City Council

'lane Flown With
ross-Wind Gear

March Of Dimes
To Close Jan. 31

Edwin lamb Head
Of Country Club

'Organizations Helpful
n Farmers' Planning

P.
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County
Co!

a household they did not ,
tried being sick, was warned
40
That castor oil was coming up
PUSLI•HED. EVERY THURSDAY
14re.
GRACEAN M. PEOter
1131h.
: households were
. . and soon recovered.
DOROrHY ANN DAVIS
COITOR AND PUSLIIIINIR
ADVIER11•1140
*
tabled by married
a
*
couples in
Motored as second tlau matter at Princeton. Ky., under the Act
1947 than In 1940, Three
of Congress of March 6, 1870
Television sets are being made
By Jane Enda
fourth
Subsortptior prices: In County, $2; In State, $1.80, Out-of-Stat
e. 181 Carda of Thanks. $1. Resolutions
Washington—The number of of the increase occurred am,•
at the rate of 200,000 a year at
of Austad. I cents • word. Unsolicited Poems, I cents a
word. Reading notices. 10 cents a line.
By G.M.P.
hoinseh
olds
where
the
plant
Park
hub,
the new Electronics
new housing units constructed
MEMBER OF T1110 ASSOCIATED PRESS--The Associated Press
I. entitled excluelvely to the WIG for republiwas over 35 years old.
tuition of all the local news printed in this neerepaper, as
ilusbali,
Company in
well as all AP newedispatchei
was about three-fourths as great under 35 years did
ktEMBER KENTUCKY PRESS • ASSOCIATION
Under-privileged work of the tie ought to be supported, not of General Electric
MEMBER NATIONAL EDITORIAL ASSOCIATION
not establ.
announced last as the net increase in the num- their
share of the new
Rotary Club will be seriously because you like him or admire Syracuse, it wa.3
withhotuir
Princeton may ber of households from 1940 to holds that were
hear
week.
I
set up dura„,
curtailed this year . . . because his writings, but because the lohave one or two demonstration 1947, the U. S. Bureau of the that time, the report
states, be.
of cancellation of the annual cal paper is the best investment
Census reports. Although past cause they "tende
sets soon.
d to have lowbasketball tournament sponsor- a community can
*
*
trends indicate that the expect
make. Today
edegreem:
ihn
eercl dilm
i veison."
fg 78
Princeton and the community which urer of the First Baptist Church and one ed by this organization, from the editors of the local papers A few excerpts ifrom school ed net increase in the numbe - ewrimvaesavrerE
r
which
the
eub's
fend
has
rea-,
do the most for the least money examination papers:
surrounds it have suffered an appreciable of the largest contributors to the n e w
of households is about a halllized about $800.each year. Bepercent
Interloper—One who runs million a year, the actual in- of the
loss in the death of Fred Taylor, whose building which houses this largest of our cause of generous cooperation of of any people on earth." (Office
households in 1947. Twen
Cat, Hopkinsville, New Era)
crease in 1948 was about three- ty-two percent of
away to get married.
.uagre
gation
the
s.
neighb
oring schools, their coachlong service in civic and religious circles
househoid
*
*
*
Tenacious—Ten acres of land. quarter million and in 1947 an
were maintained by a pers-,
As a business man he was a demon- es • and teams, Princeton and
A good many of us adults are
was notable.
The serfdom at New York's estimated 1,200,000.
who
was
widowed, divorced,
strated success; and as the head of a fam- Caldwell county needy have delighted to 'have Mr. and Mrs. coney Island is very high.
The number of new housing single or married
Mr. Taylor was a member of perhaps ily,
but not living
he leaves splendid living monuments received much aid from the Ro- Dick Ratliff back home . . . and
units constructed last
They had a strawberry vestiyear,
with his or her spouse.
tary Club the last several years. hope they will stay
the most courageous group that ever to carry on the example
Amon
with
though
us.
bule.
record
a
number
he set and the
, was this last type, the Bureau
*
*
*
foam'
First evidence that Dick is takserved Princeton on the City Council and precepts he exemplified.
All sentences are either sim- less than 900,000, according to those with a male
This reporter, with other ing an interes
head
declin.
t here again . . . ple or confound.
the building of the waterworks and
the Bureau's report. Simultan- by
Many friends paid this fine citizen fit- Democrats here, received an In- was
nearly
one-hal
f roillior
erection of two big neon
A straight line is any distance eously, available vacant housing
streets attest to the value of his perform- ting tribute Sunday and
whereas those with a fern al
we join our sym- vitation Monday to attend the signs, one in front, the otner at between two places.
units
"were
sharpl
y
reduce
d"
ance in that capacity.
head gained one-half million.
pathies with those of this legion to his inaugural ceremonies at which the Jefferson street side, of the
Parallel lines are lines that and hundreds of thousands of
Of the increase in the numb
Harry S. Truman and Alben W. Ratliff Hardwa
He was for more than 20 years treas- bereaved loved ones.
,
re store.
run , existing units were subdivide.
they
can
until
meet
never
of women heads of households,
Barkley will be sworn in as
*
*
*
togethe
r.
The
•
numbe
r at married couples the greatest percent
President and Vice President,
age took
A pre-market sampling of a
A circle is a round straight without a housing unit of their
place among those over 55
Jan. 20. We were also invited to number of
dealers indicate they line with a hole in the middle.
years
own increased by nearly a mil- of age. This
purchase an inaugural medal.
was due, according
do not expect the new year to
The Middle Ages comes in be- lion.
*
*
*
to the report, to continued ern.
Elder Citizen R. W. Lisanby, honored who strove for them
top 1948, the largest in dollar tween antiquity and posterity.
in order than all of
"During
ordinary
t I m es, ployment of larger number
THANK
sales for most home stores, but
by the Kiwanis Club for conspicuous ser- us now living and generations yet to be' Former S, GOVERNOR!
Shake- roughly 20 percent of the newly
surviv
Ben
Jonson
ed
Governor Francis of they do believe
older women and increasiw
1949 will ap- speare in some respects.
married couples do not form a numbers who are
born might have advantages.
vice to his community, is receiving conMissouri sums it up this way:
recipients o'
proximate 1947, the previous recChauce
father
the
was
r
of household of their own, but dur- insurance
"Each year the local paper ord
And so, The Leader is happy to Conand social securi'
gratulations this week from appreciative
-holder.
English pottery.
ing
recent
years
consid
erably
gives
from
$500
benefit
to $1,000 in free
s. Furthermore, the 13:
folk of the community's rank and file gratulate Mr. Lisanby and the Kiwanis lines to the commun
The Constitution of the, United more than the usual proportion
*
*
ity in which
reau says more and more peo
Club alike upon this reward for services
An ancient threat voicifi by States was established to enhave
been
forced
who recognize his worth to the place
it
to share the pie can help support their
pa7
performed to make Princeton and Cald- or is located. No other agent can the lady of our house was ef- sure domestic hostility.
living quarters of others because ents in separat
will do this. The editor, in fective last
e living quarte7
where he has lived and wrought so well.
week in halting an
well county a better place in which to proportion to his means,
The First Conscientious Con- of the housing shortage. Thus,
does
insidious, and often effective, gress met in Philade
•
Mr. Lisanby well deserves this honor, live.
lphia.
In 1947, one-fourth of all marmore for his own town than any plot
Gall-wasps of both sexes ms..
to prolong the holiday
the Kiwanis Citizenship Award for 1948,
Emphasis is putting more dis- ried couples with the wife unWhen such honors are so aptly bestow- other ten men, and in all fairness our two younger sons. s for
be produced from unfertilizt'
David tress on one word than another. der 25 years old
for his leadership in the movement which ed they
were living in eggs.
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Community Suffers Loss

Kiwanis Award Well Merited

brought us our fine modern courthouse
. . . if he had made no other contribution to the welfare and progress of his
community.
We are very prone to take the good
things we possess for granted and to forget, all too frequently, our debt to those

serve an excellent purpose and
are stimulating to all who love their home
community and desire it to be among the
progressive and attractive cities of Kentucky, where people can live with pride
and where, upon occasion, the efforts of
good citizens are recognized and acclaimed.

Our New Assistant Congressman
Hopkinsville's native son Tom Underwood is learning his first lessons in how
to be a good member of Congress and this
section of the Pennyrile has gained an assistant congressman from whose sympathetic aid we .are certain to benefit.
Our own congressman, Noble J. Gregory, is one of the most popular members
of the House of Representatives and, unless everything we have learned about
men who know how to get along well
with folks is wrong, the new representative from the Sixth district will soon win
friends among the solons who will help
him get his job done well. They also will
be Tom Underwood's friends the balance
of their lives.
As everybody knows, Noble Gregory
attends to the business of his constituency faithfully, diligently and effectively.
And, when he seeks to have our intere
sts

advanced and asks the help of the new
congressman who was born and reared
at Hopkinsville . . . where his distinguished father before him had an illustrolls career as editor of the New Era, we
are confident the assistance will be forthcoming.
Editor-Congressman Underwood is n o t
lost to Kentucky's Fourth Estate, and
for
this we are humbly grateful for he
wields
a tremenduous influence for progre
ss and
for good throughout this Commonweal
th.
Tom Underwood, we are advised, will
continue to write editorials for the Lexing
ton Herald, in the form of letters
from
Washington; and this is well.
But to have gained for our sectio
n such
an able Assistant Congressman
is, we
feel, one of the best things that
could
have happened to our part of wester
n
Kentucky at the start of this New
Year.
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BETTER LIVING

One thing that contributed to
the stunting of the infant was low pay
for professors and instructors when
other universities and colleges were paying
much higher salaries. Last year the
Court of Appeals ruled that the Univer
sity i s not
bound by the constitutional
limitation affecting State officials, thanks
to Former
Federal Judge Charles I.
Dawson, who
voluntarily and without fee,
practiced the
case before the Court of
Appeals.
After approval of the institu
tion's largest budget by Governor
Clements, yearly
salaries of professors rose
to within
about $200 of the average for
large state
universities through the Nation,
and that
ought to stimulate the pride of
taxpayers
like you and me.
There are very few scrooges who
begrudge the money needed to
make the
University of Kentucky as good as
the
universities of Illinois or Indian
a or
Missouri.
One of the major needs of the
university right now is more building's.
Many
classes are using temporary
buildings. A
fine arts building ($2,700,000)
is being
Prected with State funds.
Buildings plan-

What Thomas Said

I place economy
among the first and
most important virtue
s, and public debt
as the greatest of dange
rs to be feared.
To preserve our
independence, we must
not let our rulers load
us with perpetual
debt. We must make
our choice between
economy and liberty, or
profusion a n d
servitude.
If we run into such
debt, we must be
taxed in our meat and
drink, on our necessities and in our comfor
ts, in our labors and in our
amusements.
If we can prevent
the government
from wasting the
labors of the people
under the pretense of
caring for them,
they will be happy.
The same prudence
which in private
life would forbid our
paying our money
for unexplained projec
ts forbids it in the
disposition of public money
.
(Thomas Jefferson)
•
Daily sewage in New York
City totals
one billion gallons.

instruct
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measure the prosperity and progress of an area
by the amount of electricity used on its farms and in its
homes and factories. In the home increased use of electricity means easier housekeeping, more conveni
ence. On the
farm it means greater output, more profit, less drudgery.
In shops
and factories it means greater production, more jobs, better
pay.
In the 72 counties we serve tl.e use of electricity increas
ed 14
per cent during 1948. That's a healthy jump. It justifie
s again
our belief in Kentucky's prosperous future ... a belief we backed
in 1947 with a $47,800.000 expansion program.

y

N.

Our aim for Kentucky is to supply
top quality electric service
to more and more people ... to help Kentuckians in their
search
for more jobs, greater production, better living.

"... easier housekeeping, more conven

ience ..."

Kentucky Starving University?

Other buildings needed includ
e Journalism, College of Education,
Commerce and
Agricultural Extension Division, .
There are ten colleges in
the university—Agriculture and Home
Economics;
Arts and Sciences, with 29
different classes; Commerce, Education,
Engineering,
Law, Pharmacy.
Truly the University of
Kentucky is
on the march, and to
quote President
Herman Lee Donovan:
"The people of Kentucky
are realizink
more and more that
we cannot have a
great State without
a great State
Universiy."

Pend °n h.
Bring his

ou cal

What
ned but not yet financed includ
e: enlargement of the heating plant of
the university, a pharmacy building, a women
's residence hall, a general kitchen for
women's
dining halls, a men's residence
hall, a second residence hall for women
, and a
chemistry-physics building.
At present there are about
1,800 women students on the campus.
With adequate
residence halls the number
should be
2,800.
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MORE JOBS ...

Kentucky On The March

By Ewing Galloway
How much do you know about our University? "Ours" means yours and mine,
the one we pay taxes to support.
If you don't know more about it than
I did before I started cramming for
this
newspaper article, your facts about the
University of Kentucky are doggo
ne
skimpy.
At the beginning of the fall
quarter
of 1948, enrollment for the year
reached
an all-time high, 7,802 students.
Of course
GI's helped to swell the total. The
last
pre-war enrollment was 3,805.
During the
.,year... 9,991 students -did. residenceworlr On the campus. The total
graduating class for the year was 1,306,
as compared with a total of 896 in
all the 42
years Dr. James K. Patterson was
president of the university.
Dr. Patterson, a truly fine
educator,
nursed the institution throu
gh a long
babyhood, and we have a right
to infer
that the long infancy was
due to eyedropper feeding from the Treasu
ry of the
State.

r
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Wit Are Doing

N 1947 we built a new steam -operated electric
plant in Woodford county near Tyrone. Last July we install
ed a second
generator there to double the plant's capacit
y. Since then
Tyrone has been working overtime, turning out
nearly 1.500.000
kilowatt hours daily to meet rising demand
s.

I

Work is now well

6'• • •

a second generator at Tyrone . .. another plant
on the Green River ..."

More Rural Lines arta Customers

HE rural electric lines we built in 1948 would reach
from
Paducah to Maysville. and the service extensions
of all
kinds built or rebuilt would reach from LeLngton to

T

-,and kect airedri: Da;4ing fix year .se .acTfa
ere. Nearly 3.000

under way on another steam-electric
plant
on Green River. in Muhlenberg county
. This plant will be
even larger than Tyrone.
•
We have completed more than one-thi
rd or a 140-mile. 138.000volt transmission line between Dix
Dam and Earlington. This
will permit transfer of tremendous
supplies or electricity from
one section of the state to another.

Paciucalr.

were rural users.

We now serve 160.200 customers. Of these, 106,55
0 are residential. 31,015 rural. and 22,635 commercial and
industrial.
People are using more electricity. Our average residen
tial customer used 1,307 kilowatt hours during 1948.
Ten years ago he
used just half that amount. But
the hest news for him is that
today he pays about one third less per kilowatt-hour
than he
paid in 193,3.
More Factories--More Jobs

D

we continued our efforts to bring new industry
to Kentucky. New industries will mean more
jobs, more
payrolls, more tax money, more prosperity. They will
help everybody directly or indirectly.
URING 1948.

"...rural lines built would
reach from Paducah to Maysvi
lle ..."
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Three of our staff members. including Preside
nt R. M. Watt.
were active on the Industrialization
Committee of the State
Chamber of Commerce. Our Industrial Develo
pment Department as well as our managers worked with local
and out-of-state
business men interested in Kentucky locations.
During the year, 18 new industries—employi
ng more than 1,000
persons—came Into the 72-county area we
serve. The annual
payroll added to Kentucky by these new
industries will total
nearly $2.000.000.
Yours for • more prosperous Kentucky!

35 i3
"... 18 new industries ...
annual

6166•••=16

payroll nearly $2,000,000 ..."
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County Agent's
Column
By R. A

Mabry

Improvement of pastures
,rough the use of lime, better
.-•'ding mixtures and 'heavier
,,plications of phosphate is a
,Mleni that many farmers are
s tag to do something about.
Following these practices of
,svier applications of phos-

•

THE PRINCETON LEADER, PRINCETON, KENTUCKY
sseneemenneeteee

phate not only rt.rolts in Inure
growth with mailer feed value
but also results in better stands.
This has been proved by a
large number of farmers in
counties in the Tennessee Valley
carrying on the demonstration
program with '.V.A. phosphate.
Records kept by these farmers
show that areas treated with
two tons of lime an acre and
200 pounds of 47 percent phosphate every four years have resulted in about 30 percent less
failures of getting good grass
and clover stands than where no
lime and phosphate was used.

Modern Kitchen For
150-Year Old House
Although NI!, J I) Williams
of Fleming county lives In a
house which is 150 years old,
she has a pretty, modern kitchen, the result of kitchen improvement lessons in the Elizaville Homemakers Club the past
year.
One of the first things this
homemaker did to improve her
old kitchen was to remove a
door, re-swinging it from the
other side so that equipment
could be arranged more conveniently. For an attractive dining
area, two windows were cut beside one already there. The wall
on that side was painted yellow, and the other wall and the
woodwork white. Further carrying out her color scheme, she
made blue and yellow chintz
cUrtains, and painted the linoleum blue, mottled with yellow.
Mrs. Williams improved her
storage space when she bought
metal cabinets to hang on the
wall over her work cabinets.
She was careful to place equipment in each which would be
used there. Around a chimney
which extended into the room,
she had a cabinet built with adjustable shelves. It conceals the
unattractive chimney, while it
provides storage facilities.

•The fine traditions behind the
family physician are symbolic of
his undeviating dependabaity.

They are redundant with legends
of self-sacrifice, hardship, and suffering. Now, as never before, you
need your family physician. You
need his counsel and advice to protect you from the fraudulent claims and false
prophecies made by vendors of nostrums and
cure-alls. These formulas usually have their origin
with quacks and charlatans. Seek the advice of
your physician. Be governed by his counsel. Depend on him as generations have done before you.
Bring his prescriptions to us. We will follow his
instructions to the last degree.

WILLIAMSON DRUG CO.
Phone 126

Knowing 'what fertilizers to
apply is a problem confronting
all farmers. There are three
ways this may be done; first,
through soil testing, second,
learning to recognize deficiency
symptoms in growing crops and
third, by applying different plant
foods on small areas of the field
and observing the growth of
crops on these areas.
This last is a very good method to use and one easy to establish. If when fertilizers are
being applied farmers would
leave areas with no application it
would serve as a good demonstration of the effect of fertilizer
treatment to the farmer himself
and his neighbors.

Pa.. Three

Farm, Home Convention Speakers

gleisa

co mailed to approximately 22,000 widows and children in Ohio, Michigan and Kentucky who are in receipt of non
service-connected pensions, t Is e
Veterans Administration Branch
Office in Colubus, 0., reported

-7)/7. 0. V.
WA-I I

EV,
SLYA/
.71/11441.

A long list of subjects of vital
interest to agriculture and homemaking will be discussed at the
37th annual Farm and Home
Convention at the College of
Agriculture and Home Economics, University of Kentucky, at
Lexington Jan. 25-28.
Prominent among the speakers will be Dr. Edwin G. Nourse
of Washington, chairman of the
President's Council of Economic
advisers; Mrs. Evelyn M. Duvall
of Chicago, representing the National Council on Family Rela-

7.• 72,

.g.
Nni

tions; Charles T. O'Neill of Charlottesville, Va., chairman of the
agricultural commission of the
American Bankers Association;
President it L. Donovan and
Dean T. P. Cooper of the University of Kentucky; Mrs. Helen
Carlton-Smith of Washington,
international affairs authority;
Dr. 0. V. Wells of Washington,
chief of the Bureau of Agricultural Economics, and Mrs. W. K.
Morris of Hopkinsville, president
of the Kentucky Federation of
Homemakers.

News From The Past
News representing lives, hopes, dreams and ambitions of those
who made up the populace of Princeton and Caldwell county almost
40 years ago recorded nowhere but in the yellowed files of TwiceA-Week Leader of those years will be published as a regular Leader
feature. The articles are reproduced just as the Princeton reporters, shortly after the turn of the century, wrote them.
October 18, 1927. Mr. Ira Bennett and Mr. N. J. Bird, Fredonia, were in Evansville Thursday.
• • •
October 18, 1927. Mrs. R. Roy
Towery, Miss Ruth Graham, Miss

GREATEST SHOW ON EARTH!
5 RING CIRCUS OF
SENSATIONAL VALUES!

•

Mary Elizabeth Bennett motored
to Providence to attend the football game Friday. They were accompanied
by three of the
ton team.
Princton team.
• • •
October 18, 1927. Hon. R. W
Lisartby is getting ready for the
bad weather that's sure to come
with improvements and a new
roof around his hotne.
• • •
October 26, 1927. Miss Elouise
Jones underwent an operation
for the relief of a nasal trouble,
at the Riverside hospital, at Paducah, Saturday. She was ascompanied by her mother, Mrs. Wylie Jones.
• • •
October 26, 1927. Miss Florence Jewel Harris spent the
weekend pleasantly at the home
of Miss Kathrine Anderson at
1 Hopkinsville.
• • •
October 26, 1927. Mrs. Sam
Bowers and mother, Mrs. J. L.
Lane, Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Hobby
and children and Mr. Wm. Davis
spent Sunday in Evansville.
They made the trip in Mr Bower's new Chevrolet Landau. All
report a nice time.
• • •
We turn to "Pen Portraits of
Princeton Young Ladies" published October 14, 1927, in the
Looking Backward column.
Lizzie Mitchusson, Dido, Goddess, whose midnight eyes and
winning ways keep cupid ever
flinging missiles of love into
the bosom of the sterner sex.

today.
The three-question blanks
seek information concerning annual income for 1948 and the expected income for 1949 which
will be used in computation of
the pension award for 1949.
They must be filled out completely and returned to the office from which they were mailed within 30 days.
• • •

who had active service between
October 6, 1917, and July 2, 1921,
now ,may purchase insurance.
It is possible to renew expiring five-year level premium U
S. Government Life Insurance
term policies for another five
year period. Under the law,
such policies now may be re
newed for a second, third, fourth
or fifth five-year period without medical examination.

Tapioca flour is obtained from
the root of the cassava plant, a
food staple througheut the trop
teal world.
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The Screen's Most Distinguished
Motion Picture Entertainment!
THEIR LOVE
MAKES IT
YOUR
BEST THRILL
OF
THE YEAR,

World War II veterans who renounce disability payments for
any reason do not lose their
rights to other benefits provided by law for them or their dependents, Veterans Administration Branch Office officials in
Columbus, 0., said today.
VA said these veterans may
reapply for disability compensation at any time in the future
and that approved awards will
be payable from the date of the
second application.
• • •
' Veterans Administration believes many World War I veterans are unaware of their eligibility for U. S. Government Life
Insurance.
VA said there are a number of
these veterans in Ohio, Michigan
and Kentucky who have no such
insurance, either because they
never applied for it or have permitted their policies to lapse.
Most World War I veterans

^AYINIA WY R[DI( MAUI DANA 4NDVWS MBA MCI I
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Stella Cohn, a wood thrush,
whose melodious songs are as
sweet and gentle as the harmonies of an Aeolian harp answering along the midnight zephyrs.
• • •
Katie Smith, Venus, a star of
the first magnitude, whose beauty and brilliancy . hold captive a
host of admirers.
• • •
Altie Tucker, a white daisy,
modest and unassuming, winning
friends wherever she goes.
• • •
Alva Kevil, a Hebe, with eyes
warmed by feelings ardent with
animation; a sure capture 'will
the Princeton youth become who
suffers himself long to gaze into
their fascinating depths.
• • •
Mollie Young, Juno, a goddess,
of beauty, she reigns a queen
over hearts.

UNCUT! 3 SHOWINGS
Exactly as
DAILY!
originally
shown at
$1.30 prices'

1

ricrJeft

Bucamix
THE STORY Of A HORSE
WILLIAM BISHOP • VIRGINIA PATTON

COLOR

PLUS

COMIC—"CHIPPER

CHIPMUNK"

No. 10—"FRANK & JESSE JAMES"

S

& MON.,UN. JAN. 16-17

"Play to win, baby, but
don't plan to WELCH!"

St

Insurance

Thundering Thrills from the pen of 0. Henry!

/1111;11

CUNNINGHAM. Agt

Complete

DOORS OPEN 1:09 P. M.

SATURDAY,JAN. 15th

FIRE
INSURANCE
CALL

8:00 P. M.

3 HOURS
in length!

The half million Irish in New
York City represent more Irish
than there are in the city of
Dublin.

MARK

1:30 - 4:45 and

Admission
for this
engagement
ADULTS
40c
CHILDREN
12c

Service

111 W. Market St.

FARM SUPPLIES
RONDO DE LUYa*
Unbeatable

Big Mac* 8 oz. Denim

OVERALLS

44d.

Cost of living got you down? Cheer up, take a
look at our Big Mac overall values! Check the 8-os.
Sanforizedt fabric, the reinforced strain points and
all the other two-fisted features. Compare them with
what you see elsewhere. Then, coma back to

prints as refreshing as Spring itself! 1t a price"
that pampers your budget, Imagine making a dress
Dress

SAVE ON CURTAINS

Tie-silk prints, florals, stripes, plaids and juveniles;

PENNEY'S BARGAINS. . . WONDERFUL$
VALUES ... GOOD SELECTION

Practical. Washable. 36! wide,

69°
Yd.

Bath-Size TOWELS
tor just one dollar you
get two 22" x 44" terry
(mels! In gay red, blue,
gold or green plaids to
brighten the bathroom!

2 For

1.

Milk Buckets - - - Cream Cans
Armour's Fertilizer - - - Field Seed
Seed Sowers - - - Inoculation
Heating Stoves - - - Cooking Stoves

Ponnoy's and save!

like the one above — of a Paris inspired print, for
only $2.50 including pattern. Striking geometries;

Known to all thrifty women
who like its good quality—
Honor woven gingham is
now here for 1949 in a finer
weave, more vivid plaids-at the same low price.

Sausage Mills - - - Lard Cans
Sugar Cure Salt - - - Iron Kettles
Axes - - - Sledge Hammers
Cross Cut Saws - - - Log Chains
Cistern Pumps - - - Pump Chain

$2.49

AT THE NEW LOW PRICE!

35-36" Honor Gingham

.Woven Wire - - garb Wire
Nails and Staples - - - Hammers
Post Hole Diggers - - - Shovels
Block Salt - - - Stock Tonic
Harness - - - Saddles and Bridles

Muslin Sheets!
OPPORTUNITY! A
name well-known for
Penney's sturdy muslin
sheets—and its thriftlow price. Other sizes
here, too!

$1.98

Rural Mail Boxes
Harness Repair Work

.00

HAM

ROSENBLOOM
Plus These Short Units!
COLOR FEATURETTE — "CIRCUS HORSE"
PARAMOUNT WORLD NEWS

TUES. & WED .
JAN. 18-19
•

He

710LENT
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!i/IND;WEPT
-RAIRIE!

threatenut

du happiness
oh every
woman Le
Imau!

SOREST

Montgomery
Hayward
Payne .n
"
The
JOHN

Mon., Wed., Friday - - 11:30 A. M.

Sawn

Over WHOP

$4.15
.1,11110:

Chenille Bedspreads
Scroll and floral designs
highlight the white
grounds of this spread.
Rich, closely stitched
tufts for wear and
beauty. Double or twin.

Avenue Dress Prints

.98

NEW SELECTION
NEW COLORS
NEW PATTERNS
SAVE AT PFvNNEY'S

THUR. & FRI.
JAN. 20-21

SUSAN

Listen To Forbes Market Report

Plaid Pair Blankets
95% cotton and 5% wool
blended for warmth—
sturdy long wear! Pastel
plaids in rose blue cedar
or green. 72" x 84" size.
Sateen hound.

Macdonald Carey

29

HARDWARI
CO.
Szieorporsted)
lent h

and Virginia St.
Hopkinsville, Kentucky

Phone 332

Added!
COLOR CARTOON
M-G-M MINIATURE
MUSICAL
MERRY-GO-ROUND

Jennifer JONES
Gregory PECK
Joseph COTTEN
I '0%11 *"h
eAItRSMORI
-if Mkt MARSHAII
A 11 (5 HUSIO%
liii IS". 6151-1
filt• k1051'
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Ky. Farm Bureau
Voices Complaint

Farmers Need Help
Shrewsbury, England — AP —
J. K. Knowles, general secretary
of the National Farmers Union,
said in a speech here British
farmers can reach in 1952 their
target of 150 percent of theii
prewar output if they get
enough help from the government.
He said they ne-cl new capital investment, more labor and
bigger
allocation of animal
foodstuffs.
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and Mrs. Florence Parr were sister, Mrs. Thomas Owen, and
Appointment Of Former
Sunday dinner guests of Mr. Mr, Owen.
and Mrs. Arlof Walker, PrinceMrs. Bernice Akridge has reK. U. Attorney Brings
ton.
turned from Mt. Morris, Mich.,
Quick Protest
Mr. Reed Brown and daugh- where she spent several weeks
"We feel the vast majority of
ter, Miss Doris Brown, we re with her son, John Akridge, and
Farmers of Kentucky, regardless
Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. Akridge.
of factional or party affiliation,
Garret Boyd, Salem. Mrs. Brown
Mr. Willie Jackson was conare surprised and sorely disapspent the day with her mother, fined to his bed for several days,
pointed over the appointment of
Mrs. Sarah Cruce, Crayne.
suffering with rheumatism.
H. Clay Kauffman to be a memMiss Dorothy Brasher, GilMrs. A. J. Eldridge and daugh- of Mr. and
Mrs. Leslie Bright
ber of the Public Service Combertsville, spent the weekend ter, Carrie, are visiting Mr. and
Wednesday evening, the occasmission, due to the fact that Mr.
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. W. H. Eldridge, Dyersion being the birthday of Mrs.
Kauffman is a former utilities appointment of a commission,
Cecil Brasher,
Benjamin Franklin first
burg, Tenn.
Coleman.
attorney
and is generally con- accepted by public power lead- lished Poor Richard's
Mrs. Ambie Fuller left WedMr. and Mrs. Louie Burton,
Alma.
Frankie Wright is quite 111 of
sidered an enemy of public ers as anti-R.E.A., is deplorable In 1728.
nesday for Gary, Ind., where Rosiclare, Ill„ spent the weekdouble pneumonia at the home
power", said J. E. Standford, and will severely shake the
she will spend a few weeks end with his brother, Zola Burof his aunt in Paducah. He is a
Louisville, executive secretary, confidence of R.E.A. supporters
with her son, Virgil Fuller, and ton, and Mrs. Burton.
member of the Fredonia basketKentucky Farm Bureau Federa- in the Governor's professed NOTICE
Mrs. Fuller. B e tore returning
Mr. and Mrs. Porter Piercy, ball team.
friendliness for R.E.A. to free
home she will visit her daugh- Cadiz, were visitors of Mr. and
tion.
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Mr. and Mrs. A. R. Faught,
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ters, Mrs. Buddie Fox, and Mr. Mrs. W. M. Young and Mrs.
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gate in New Jersey.
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Mr. and Mrs. Kelly Bradshaw rain Faught.
The annual meeting of
Miss Carol B. Quertermous, are In Louisville where they
effort to supply every farm in debt amortization. All available
Mrs. Berne Stinnet, Marion,
stockholders of the Primo
Murray, is visiting her father, J. were called by the serious
the State with ample low-cost evidence justifies the opinion
ill- visited her mother, Mrs. Lizzie
Federal Savings and Loan A.
B. Quertermous, and grandmo- ness of his brother.
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from private utilities, they ex- posed them, despite the fact that elation,
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parents, Mr. and Mrs. Anthony
21, 1949, at 7.
are spending a few days in ted Mrs. J. E, Hillyard Sunday
generati
plants
from
they plan to legislation that benefits agri- P. M. for
ng
Hughes, Sunday.
the purpose of elect-Louisville this week.
afternoon.
culture.
to build themselves.
three directors and the trans,
Mrs. Ruby Terry and little
Miss Georgia Boaz left last
Mr. and Mrs. William Cole- daughter, Martha
"To do these things they must
"It is our sincere hope," stated ion of any other
Ann,
business that r
Marion,
LINKED
WITH
SENATO
R—The
week for Louisville where she man, Crider, were dinner guests
name of heiress-actress June get permission from the Public Stanford, "that Mr. Kaufman,
conic before the meeting
were recent guests of Mr. and Millarde (above), known also
as Toni Seven was linked romantic- Service Commission, and in or- despite his previous service
as a
J. R. Hutchinson,
ally with that of Senator Warren Magnuson (D-Wash.)
who has der to obtain this the Commis- utilities attorney and his repu- 1-6-13
been listed "necessarily absent" from the first session
Secretary
of the 81st sion, of course, must be friendly tation as an enemy of REA.,
Congress. An air of mild mytery developed Jan.
6 over the current
whereabout of the 43-year-old senator, but his office
professed no
knowledge to bear out published reports that Miss
Millarde left
New York late in November to marry him (AP
Wirephoto)
Mrs. M. F. Rice.
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Moore,
Groves Center, visited Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Quertermous, Sunday. Mrs. Moore remained for
ELIZABETH: CAPTIVE PRINseveral days.
CESS, by Margaret Irwin
Mr. and Mrs. Adrain Faught
(Harcourt, Bruce; $3)
and sons, James Edward a n d
Miss Irwin, one of the pracFrank, are spending some days
with relatives in Owensboro and tically innumerable novelists to
find that Elizabeth makes good
Centertown.
Virgil Lowry, who has been pickings, began her story with
ill for several weeks, is still con- "Young Bess", in which Seymour lost his head for losing hi.
fined to his room.
heart to the 15-year-old girl.
Now four years later, it is a
matter of dangerous days rather
than dangerous nights, for this
By Miss Nola Wilson
is more politics than love, and
The nice weather is being en- Elizabeth
's head is at stake. Her
Hopkinsville, Kentucky
joyed. The jonquils are trying
dying brother King Edward
to come up, but we imagine
Second and Virginia Streets
sends her an urgent appeal to
they will be snowed over before
We Have Just Completed Inventory. We Frankly Admit We Are
come bid him an eternal fareOverstocked
they bloom.
well, but as she is about to rush
On Certain Items So Our Mistakes Are Your Goor Fortune
There was preaching Sunday to
his side, she changes her
and Sunday night with very
NO!
mind. Could Edward already be
good crowds.
We made no unusually fortunate purchases
dead, and this be a ruse. of
Rev. Henry Rowland was din- Dudley's
from manufacturers. These are not shopWe simply have too many of these certain
to get her into his
ner guest of Mr. and Mrs. Press
worn items or white elephants. Not remnpower?
itefs, more than we ordinarily carry. For inLilly Sunday.
ants. This is not old stock, not merchandise
So the wilful, sharp-witted
Mrs. Zora Wilson and Mrs.
we wani• to clean up. This is not damaged
miss plays sick, and Jane rules
stance, we have 17 bedroom suites more thas
Ernest Lacy called on Miss Nola
merchandise, not out of season, nor out of
briefly while Mary, warned in
our normal stock. Therefore, we must sacriWilson Sunday afternoon.
date.
time, flees toward the coast, able
Mr. and Mrs, Waylon Rogers
fice these items and reduce our stock.
despite her Catholicism to rally
visited Mr. and Mrs. Claud
BUT
the people behind her. Before
Sunday.
Instead, it is fresh, clean saleable, every-day
the crafty Dudley can get his
Little Carolyn Lewis has,been
home merchandise, manufactured by some of
hands on her, Mary gets her
visiting Mrs. C. R. Overbey.
the world's most famous and leading manuwill continue until 17 suites are sold! Whenhands on him, and Elizabeth
Mr. and Mrs. Berry Arvin, of
facturers. Every item is fully guaranteed.
pays for one of her frequent fits
ever 17 suites have been sold,
near Hopkinsville, visited Mr.
Satisfaction guaranteed or your money cheerthey will 10
of temper with imprisonment in
Will Baker and mother Sunday.
fully refunded. Some items have been reback to the regular prices for which they
the dreaded Tower.
Mrs. G-ertie Cortner visited
ceived since Christmas.
This instalment, based on more
should sell.
Miss Nola Wilson Monday afterdramatic material, is a bit less
noon.
dramatic than the opening numMr. Herbal Rogers and family
ber. But Miss Irwin keeps her
Only 18 To Go!
visited Mrs. Annie Rogers and
characters alive, at least those
HERE IS HOW IT WORKS
family Saturday.
whom fate does not kill off, and
We will give you absolutely FREE a $39.95
Loused Sisk of Princeton visiInnerspring
there is a rough and realistic viMattress and an $18.75 Coil Spring with
ted his sister, Mrs. Johnnie Rogeach of these
tality about their speech.
17 suites sold, or $50.00 in cash off the regular
ers, recently.
price. But
ANNE OF THE THOUSAND
you must, act fast, AS ONLY 17 WILL
Mrs. Amanthas Baker is visGO AT THAT
DAYS, a play, by Maxwell
PRICE'
Fine Axminster Rug
iting her daughter, Mrs. Berry
Anderson (Sloane, $2.75)
Arvin, this week.
All New Designs
Here is the Anne . . . Bollein,
Mrs. Shellie Wyatt, Lisman,
Boleyn, Bullen . . . who g a v e
visited Mrs. Edd Gresham Sunbirth to Miss Erwin's Elizabeth
day.
and taught her how terrible the
Only 10 Suites To Go At This Price!
Tower could be.
The word "calumet" is the
Don't miss this opportunity of a life-t
Anderson places Anne in the
ime to save on a
name the French gave to the Infine bedroom suite.
dian peacepipe offered Pere background of his stage through$10.00 In Cash Off On Each Raz
We
have
51 Gauge
21
Living
Room Suites to sell until sale ends,
out his swiftly-paced play, and
Marque...tte when he explored the
with a $50.00 in cash reduction!,
ton.
in..seene
after
..ieene takes Per example, regular
Be ThrtiltA,
.. tioleet Nous ftsre
melee Iterrienry'• dal"1875 — and her
price dr suite
back to the young lover sac$149.58
in that area there remains
Less Cash Stock Reducing Price
Now
a rificed for Henry VIII, to the
and
Save $10.00
50.00
river, lake and harbor by that
You Buy This Suite If You Hurry
seduction, the marriage, the
For Only ...
name.
state murders of Wolsey,

Sell Your Tobacco

Literary
Guidepost

Where Your Neighbors Sell

Pleasant Grove

You can't get it bY
After Your home's on

JORDAN'S

After-Inventory
Overstocked
Price-Reducing Sale!

Only a Few More Days of This Great Sale!

HURRY! HURRY! ACT FAST- - - BUY NOW AND SAVE!

You will receive courteous treatment and the

highest market price for your tobacco.

BEDROOM SUITES

Prices range from $98.50 up
LIVING ROOM SUITES

8 RANGE STOVES
Free - - - 21-Piece

ALUMINUM SET

Yes, sir, you will receive absolutel
y FREE a 21 -piece
Aluminum Set with the purchase of
one of these fine
coal and wood ranges. The famous
Allen, Princess and
Buckeye. For a real bargain, see these stoves, and remember, you get free a 2I-piece
aluminum set. This
offer is good until the 16 stoves are
sold.

Priced from $59.95 up
LARGE CANNON HEATERS
Only 6 To Go At This Low Price!
Regular

4 new .low price for the same fine quality
.that made Humming Bird 51 America's Most
Called-For Stockings! Beautiful, perfectly'
tailored, long wearing! Buy a Humming
,Bird wardrobe at a fraction of its former cost.
Choose for all your smart new spring outfits!

representing all old line stock insuran
ce companies. A policy with this agency
means security
-misesseepips----arer~.----not for a day but for all time to
come.
•
For your insurance needs, call or
see

Less
Advertised Price $49.95
While 14 Last

ULM

$34.50

These heaters are all heavy
cast iron. Side door feed.
Suitable for business houses, chuches, garages,
etc
Remember—Only 6 To Go!

• EXTRA SPECIAL

4 WESTINGHOUSE ELECTR
IC RANGES
While They Last

COAL HEATERS

1 0% off
3 FAMOUS APEX
WASHERS
With Spiral Dasher

We have 19 fine heaters—Ctrcula
tors and magazine type. The famous Kol-Gas, Buckeye and Allen
While 19 Litat

Only 3 To Go At This Price - - Act Fast!

Hurry, Get Your Share Of

Only 19 To Go

20 Per cent Off

Incorporated
'llopitinsvIlle's Most
Complete Home Furnishers'

YOURS FOR
THE ASKING...
WITHOUT COST

OR OBLIGATION
You don't have
to be a borrower
to take advantog
of this new servic

If wa con
help you
financial assistanc
e.
ilmd You Money
to g
0nt090
of this oppo
"lama kcincial i"doPenden
rWild

pi CONE IN TODA

Utilities Companies
Recognize 4-H Clubs
To encourage more and better
-1-11 club work, the Kentucky
Utilities Company In 1948 awarded cash prizes totaling $895 to
outstanding clubs In the 72
counties which it serves, and
Virginia
the Kentucky -West
Power Company divided $420
among outstanding clubs In 18
Eastern Kentucky counties.
Grand champion in the Kentucky Utilities Company counties was the Happy-Go-Lucky
county.
club of Anderson
Brownsboro club of Oldham

Insurance
You can't get it by wire
After your home's on fire.
Get It Here
Where

the Golden RUI4
Applies.

C. A. Woodall

Par Three
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county was second and Fogertqwn club of Clay comity was
third.
First-prize district,clubs wen.
II app y-Go-Lucky, Fogertown,
Brownsboro, Rock Hill of Barren county and Little Union of
McCracken county. Second-prize
clubs were Bagdad, Shelby county; Pine Knob, Grayson county;
Go-Getters, Robertson county,
Allen, Laurel county, and Quinn,
Caldwell county.
Eastside 441 Club of Boyd
county won the grand championship In the Kentucky-West Virginia Power Company district.
Johns Creek of Pike county was
second and Acup of Perry county was third. These clubs were
also district winners.
Second-prize distrlei winners
were Daisy, Elliott emmty: Pte.
ey Grove, Leslie county, and
Burgett, Magoffin county.

Women now find 2-way
help for old problem
What to do for woman's oldest
problem, functional monthly pain?
Many a girl and woman has found
the answer in CAIDDI'S 2-way help.
You see, CARDIII may make things
Iota easier for you in either of two
ways: (1) started 3 daps before
"your time" and taken as directed
on the label, it should help relieve
functional periodic pain; (2) taken
throughout the month like a tonic,
U should improve your appetite.aid
digestion, and thus help build up
resistance for the trying days to
come. CARDIII is scientifically prepared and scientifically tested. If
you suffer "at those certain times;
get Cutica today.

WOO $40 last year for being the game with New York
second-best club in that region. receiving a kickoff.

4•H'ers Turn Old
School Into Club

without

Through the el I or is of the
There are more than 400 da
The San Francisco '49ers of the
Brownaboro 4-H Club to Old- All-American Conference this ferent species or rhododendron
ham county, an unused school season went through an entire and azaleas.
house -has been leased for a period of 50 years and made Into a
club house to serve 4-Hers,
homemakers and other community groups. At one end of the
building a kitchen was partitioned off and cabinets built
in. A stove and refrigerator
were donated. Chairs were
bought for the club room
and the piano repaired and
tuned. Both rooms were entirely
redecorated by the 4-Hers with
the aid of parents and members
WITH SUCH OUTSTANDING VALUES AS
of the Poplar Homemakers Club.
They also made draperies and
curtains.
NEIL',' DONS and DORIS DODSONS
The Brownsboro 4-H Club
•

HOWERTON'S
January Clearance Sale
CONTINUES
Our Entire Stock

-festooned
COLD WAVE HITS SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA-Nurseryman L. it, Hodges studies icicle
plants caused by a cold wave which brought all-time low temperatures to many Southern California
places. (Jan. 4) Hodges, who lives in Long Beach, said he allows sprinklers to run at night when he
knows cold weather is in prospect because the ice formations protect the plants from temperatures
below freezing.(AP Wirephoto)

QUICK RELIEF FROM
Symptoms of Distress Arising from
STOMACH ULCERS
ME TO EXCESS ACID
NomeTrootrnentthat

FreellookTellsof
Must Help or It Will Cost You Nothing
an
Over tares million bottles of the
Townes.? have been sold for relief of
gymptoma ofdistress arising from Stomach
and Duodenal Ulcers due to fmcess AddPow DIgiutlen, Sow or West Stomach,
Heartburn, Slooplessnese, etc.,
due to[mem Acid. Hold on 15 day. trialt
Lab for ”WIllarePe Menage" which funs
=plains this treatment, Nee s
Williamson Drug
Dawson's Drug Store
Vk, I 1.1,

What It Means:-

End Of The Housing Boom

Negro 4-H Club Wins
Scrap Metal Contest
The Busy Bees, a small Negro
4-H club of boys and girls in
Lawrence county, won the Kentucky award of $100 in the foiestate contest for the collection
of scrap metal. The 4-H'ers were
credited with the collection of
44,964 pounds, and received $40
for the amount they collected
and sold. This was the only 4-H
club in the county to enter the
contest.

the Taft-Ellender-Wagner Bill
By Clarke Beach
Washington - The boom in is passed, which political obserIns. Agency
home building is over, at least vers think is ce rt a i n, it will
mean no more than an extra 30,temporarily.
The end of the housing boom 000 to 35,000 additional housing
Phone 54
after the first World War came starts during the year.
It will thus be probably well
17 W. Main St. in 1925-4 years before the
all-time
Princeton, Ky.
whole economy began to disin- over a year before the
is
tegrate. But leading economists record for home building
here see no such dire portent in equalled-937,000 dwelling units
when
this drop in housing production. in 1925. (These were built
only
Roller skating became popuThe main reason, as they in- the U. S. poulation was
terpret it, is that the builders 115,831,963. Now it is about lar in the United States after
J. L. Plimpton of New York inhave been putting up houses for 147;280,000.)
The decline has not hit the vented, in 1863, a four-wheeled
the carriage trade. And now the
whole. skate working on rubber pads.
bloom is off that market. Most construction industry as a
of the people who were badly Both the volume and dollar
make a fair profit in the conin need of houses after the war value of over-all construction
struction of low priced homes,
Comrising.
steadily
beenhas
and could afford to pay high
and that some of them will turn
prices for them are taken care merce and Labor expect about
this now that they have skimto
construcof
amount
same
ed. The peak of that demand the
the cream from the housmed
although
passed in late 1946 and early tion in 1949 as in 1948,
concede, howpredicting that the cost of build- ing market. They
1947.
ever, that only government subhigher.
percent
5
be
will
ing
to
want
The people who still
feasible for
Industrial construction is ex- sidy can make it
°invest in the new, relatively
private interests to build for the
But
1949.
in
decline
to
pected
high priced homes, moreover,
very law income families.
aren't finding it so easy to fi- offsetting both that and the fall
The next housing boom, they
nance them as they did a year in home construction are antibelieve, will not start before
of
amount
he
in
rises
cipated
have
or two ago. Interest rates
1950, and the bulk of the dwellgone up a bit. Some sellers are construction work to be done
ing units will consist of low
pubinstitutional,
commercial,
in
requiring larger down payments.
priced houses and apartments.
And veterans, who used to do a lic utility and governmental
will be stimulated, they say,
It
large part of the buying; are construction work. Most of the
not only by a public housing and
schools
be
to
expected
is
latter
finding it harder to get loans.
slum clearance bill next session,
Lenders do not consider the and hospitals built for the Vetas well as the Housing Act of
the
and
Administration
government's financing arrange- erans'
1948; but also by developments
ments for veterans as attractive 'Public Health Service.
which will
The volume of home construc- within the industry
as they once did.
lower the cost of construction.
1946
In
low.
actually
not
is
tion
said
one prom"In general,"
inent economist in the housing only 143,000 housing units were
field, "people are losing faith in produced. The average in the
the housing market at the pres- 1930's was only 273,000 a year.
In 1947 it jumped to 914,000
ent prices."
The Housing Act of 1948 units.
The low period in the thirties
doesn't yet seem to have had
much effect on the home con- built up a large housing deficit.
struction industry. That act con- This was made worse after the
tained most of the financing fea- war when the marriage rush,
tures of the rejected Taft-E1- followed by rising birth rates,
lender-Wagner housing bill. It created many new families, all
was intended to make it easier wanting homes of their own.
But most of the people who
to finance the building and buyare in need of homes are
now
$11,about
costing
homes
of
ing
Ask for it either way... both
in the low and low-middle intrade-marks mean the same thing. 000 or less.
The sponsor of the act, Rep. come group. The experts estiWolcott (R.-Mich.), predicted mate that 6,000,000 such famithat as a result of it 1,000,000 lies need new dwelling places.
new non-farm dwelling units The best hope for boosting home
construction, they say, lies in
would be started in 1948.
BY
COMPANY
BOTTLED UNDER AUTHORITY Of THE COCA•COLA
As now estimated by the Lab- building to meet the demands
HOPKINSVILLE COCA•COLA BOTTLING COMPANY
or Department, however, the of this group.
0 1949, TM Coco-Colo Comm:my
Many government housing exhousing starts totaled only 925,000. The monthly total of new perts and economists, as well as
houses started began to drop in some members of the Senate and
June, and it went down steadily House, believe that builders can

The Pause That Refreshes
And It's Only Five Cents

•

.01.11414M1,
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Wm. M. YOUNG
Allis-Chalmers
Dealer

Of Ladies and Junior Wool Dresses
now $ 9.00
$12.95 range
now 10.00
$14.95 range
$16.95 to $19.75 range now 12.00
Entire Stock of Girls' Coats Reduced
now $ 6.95
$ 8.95 range
now 9.75
$13.95 range
now 12.95
$18.95 range
Boys' and Girls' Coat & Leggin Sets
now $8.95
_
$11.95 range
now 7.95
$ 9.75 range _
1 pc. Poplin Sno Suits with Cap
on sale $6.95
$8.95 values
Here is a HOT ITEM for the Cold Days ahead

Men's Zipper Front Jac-Shirts
Heavy 100% Virgin Wool Fabrics - Water
Repellant - Solid Colors & Bright Plaids

Fredonia, Ky.

RADIO
Repair

now only $8.95
$11.95 values
Boys' Jac-Shirts
Same as the men's

now only $7.95
$10.50 values
Only 20 Men's Leather Jackets Left

All Makes

CALFSKINS, HORSEHIDES, COWHIDES

Service Guaranteed

On Sale At
$7.95, $10.00, $12.50, $15.00

PRINCETON
LUMBER CO.
S. Seminary Si
Phone 260

VALUES TO $27.50

SAM HOWERTON'S
Fredonia, Ky.

a:CZ
eCti.
"Coke"

WANT TO GET AHEAD?
OUR NEW

Pvtdemiedeyed
FINANCIAL SERVICE
For Families and Individuals

WILL HELP YOU
YOURS FOR
THE ASKING . • •
WITHOUT COST
OR OBLIGATION
You don't have
to be a borrower
to take advantaa•
service
of this new

This new service provides a "road map"
of your particular financial problems and
opportunities ... with
the most direct and
best "routes" to fiindependnancial
ence clearly indicated.

If WO can help you work things out so you don't need
financial assistance . . . so much the better. If not, we'll
lend you money to get your program started. Take advantage of this opportunity to get started on the road to
financial independence.

PRONE OR COME IN TODAY FOR COMPLETE INFORMATION

%Ito/stale

from then on. The drop wasn't
seasonal. ; The winter building
lull ordinarily doesn't cope until October or November.
The experts in the Commerce
and Labor Departments predict
that only 875,000 housing starts
will be made in 1949. Even if

Arthritis Pain
Saildn detighttully comta_f blip let
aches and pains of Rheumatism, Arthritis.,
lournla, Lumbago. Bristle& or Neuralgia try
laasked. Works through the blood First doge
huaally Marta alleviating pain ge you gua
Pork. enjoy life and sleep more comfortably.
set Remind at druggist today. Quick, ems.
wiee
Side astidaction

While sidevrall tires available at extra cost.

Or it,..r.o•
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"BILL DING'S" Business
is
BUILDING Business

try the new
FORVIFEEI:

,,
,
11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

ARE YOU NOW SQUEEZED
FOR LACK OFSPACE9
ADO A ROOM
0 elL'
0-16\WELL,
itIO LIVE WITH GRACE,/
\
-,,77
0 1
7
7ft/
°
IAA

%

time

•
step

FINISH THAT ATTIC

springs that lief the wheels
Cutaway view shows Vim "Mid Ship" Ride and brand-new

Utilize that wasted space for that extra room that you need
or for an apartment.
5Sic per sq. ft.
2-8" Insulation'Board
61/2c per sq. ft.
,
1-2" Insulation Board
6c per sq. it.
3-8" Gypsum Board
Sc per sq. ft
Board
Beaver
3-16"
Call us for a free estimate

COME IN AND DRIVE IT TODAY

There's a

Over

bumps!

in your future

RANDOLPH MOTORS

FINANCE CORPORATION OF KY

106 E. Court Square

Yes, one word tells the whole story of the new Ford -it's "Feel"! You feel
a new ease of handling ... In traffic, in parking, on the open road. That's
Ford's Fingertip Steering! You feel a new kind of surging power. That's
Ford's new "(quo-Poise" Engines-your choice of a new 100 h.p. V-8 or
a new 95 h.p. Si.] You feel new stopping powerl That's Ford's new 35%
easier-acting "King-Size" Brakes. You feel new comfort, too, from Ford's
new springs, front and read And Ford's "Mid Ship" Ride has the feel of
luxury and safety you've always wanted. But take the wheel-try the
sow Ford "Feel" yourself!
Your Ford Dealer invites ym to listen to ths Fred Allen Shots Sunday lvenings NBC Network.
and staboa.
lisho to the Ford Theater, trid.y Evenings CBS Network Set your newspaper tot

Wrecker Service

Phone 470

Pkineeton, Ky. :EORGE R. WOODRUFF, Mgr.
.1•011

,

Phone 100
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Organization
('"ntuluod ii in page one)
grass mixed, constitutes an important crop to farmers of the
county. The main problem is to
increase acreage of the better
hay crops, such as alfalfa, and
increase the average yield an
acre from a little better than a
ton an acre to at least I% tons.
It is estimated alfalfa acreage
has increased flsom 3,000 acres
in 1945 to between 3,500 to 4,000
acres this year.
During the year three barns
have been equipped with hay
driers, one each on farms owned
by Raymond Phelps, Crider, and
Edwin Lamb and W. C. Sparks,
Eddyville Road. Two of these
driers were put into use this
year.
IMprovement of permanent
pastures is one of the biggest
problem for farmers of the
county. This crop occupied more
than 74,000 of the 109,441 acres
of cropland in the county, according to the 1945 census report.
Estimates are that at least 35
farmers seeded pasture mixtures
containing three grasses and
three legumes; 50 additional
farmers used 500 pounds of 20
percent phosphate, or its equivalent, on pastures; 70 additional

GREAT

farmers seeded' a mixture of
some Ky. 31 fescue and Wino
for pasture. About 600 acres
were seeded to ladino clover in
the fall of 1947 and spring of
1948. Seedings in the fall o/ 1948
and spring of 1949 will tot al
about 1,000 acres seeded on about
120 farms in the county.
About 135 farmers attended a
field day on Raymond Phelps'
farm, Crider community, June
16. The group saw and discussed fescue and ladino clover
pasture mixtures; fescue, ladino
clover, orchard grass pastures;
orchard grass, red clover, alfalfa pastures; pasture fertilization
program; farm cured chopped
hay; grass silage, and a syatem
of terraces and waterways.
Three custom operators of privately owned heavy equipment
have constructed approximately
75 good farm ponds and reservoirs in the county this year.
Dairying rates as leading livestock enterprises in the county
with a total value of dairy products sold of $308,444 from 5,177
cows, according to the 1945 census report.
The 1948 extension plans for
improvement of dairying called
for work on an artificial breeding program, pasture improvement, culling low producers and
eradication of wild onions and
garlic from pastures.

AT

LOW
COST
MODEL 212

$74.95
GENERAL

ELECTRIC

Here's $enuina FM from G.E., the first manufacturer in
FM. Virtually free from static. Practically does away
with fading and station interference. All the glory of
natural color tone. AM broadcasts, too. Modern walnut
cabinet. Model 212.

In May, 1948, dairy leaders
fromLyon, Crittenden and Caldwell counties met to discuss formation of an artificial breeding
association to serve the three
counties. J. W. Hazzard, Caldwell county, was elected temporary chairman; R. C . Nichols,
Crittenden county, vice-president, and H. A. Travis, Caldwell
county,'secretary and treasurer.
Five educational meetings on
artificial breeding of dairy cattle were held in various sections
of the county during the year in
an effort to disseminate information about the program to all
dairymen possible. Records show
that 73 dairymen have signed
up 718 cows in the artificial
breeding program.
Adams, Friendship
William
community, reports he sold an
average of 310 pounds of butter fat a cow from 10 cows in
1947. One cow produced 465
pounds of butter fat.
According to the 1945 census, 7,900 cattle and calves were
sold from the county. This is an
enterprise that has been growing in importance the last 3 or
4 years, particularly feeder cattle. There are approximately
twenty-five farmers in the county that fed from 50 to 125 steers
the past year.
There are 15 silos on beef cattle farms now filled with grass
and legume silage. Three beef
cattle farmers have equipped
barns with haydriers to cure
chopped hay. These farms ate
also equipped with silos which
are filled with grasses and legume silage.
Swine is not too important in
the county, and rightly so, as
our land is not suited for a long
time corn production program.
It is important in an educational
program, however, as practically every farm in the county
grows some hogs for home use
and a few for market.
Much needs to be done on
swine sanitation and improvement of the quality of breeding
hogs in the county and increasing the size of litters raised a
sow.
During the year 14 farmers
have provided farrowing houses
with sloping floors in an effort
to try to increase the number of
pigs saved a litter. Forty-five
more farmers have begun using
sodium flouride to rid their hogs
of worms. About 50 farmers
have seeded ladino clover for
hog pasture. Six purebred boars
have been placed in the county.
The 1945 census shows that
there were 1,597 breeding ewes
in the county valued at $15,970.
Sheep numbers have been on

Butler Pupil Wins
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Hancock, Johnny Glenn,
Fralick, 50
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each.
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$1;
Farmersville, Linza Brown,
Gray, gl;
C.
James
Liberty,
Mae HarGood Spring, Hilda
Hart,.
per, $1; Cobb, Charles D.
Smith, Patsy J.
$1, and Shirley
Cravens,
Mitchell, Jerry M.
Kathryn S.
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each; Hall,
Sivells, 50 cents
Shelby
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J. Sigler, Jeanette
each.
Joanna Robinson, 50 cents
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PorCormick, $1, and Betty Sue
B.
ter, Suzane White, Mara
Denham,
P'Pool and Margaret L.
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RolHolt, $1, and Robbie Joe
Sarah
linss, William B. Clift,
Joe Riley,- Junior Brown, Tony
Griffin, Martha Rollins and
Laura K. Brown, 50 cents each.
put
There were two winners each
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SNOW MAN IN LOS ANGELES—Mr. and Mrs. Harvey
following schools, the first
finishing touches on the snow man they fashioned in the front yard in the
$1, and the second 50
of their home in a Los Angeles suburb after Southern California received
Kenneth W. Lamb,
was invaded by snow, sleet, hail and rain. Forecasters warned of cents. White,
; Cave Creek,
the
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Mary L. Boitnott, Mary M. RufMr. and Mrs. Major Ladd,
Dulaney, Jean Holt, Henry
fin;
I.
Princeton, and Mr. and Mrs.
Blue Spring, Mary,
Traylor;
H.
B. Tanner. San Bernadino, Cal.
Linda Carol Tanner
D. Bush, Jeanne Sherbut.
Funeral services were conEnon, Velma E. Rowland, Betducted Sunday at Cedar Hill Mrs. Mary Andrews
ty D. Campbell; Quinn, George
Cemetery for Linda Carol TanFuneral services for Mrs. Mary D. Crenshaw, Roy Massey, Jr.;
ner, 10-months-old daughter of Andrews, 93, who died Tuesday, Eureka, Doris 0. Oliver, Alvie
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph E. Tanner. Dec. 28, at the home of her R. Coleman; Creswell, Morris
Father Clemmons had charge of daughter, Mrs. J. W. Walde, Lowery, Dale Beckner; Hawthe rites. The baby died Friday, Shady Grove, were conducted ridge, Coleen Sullivan, R. D.
Jan. 7, in the Princeton Hos- Wednesday afternoon, Dec. 29, Baker; Fredonia Colored, Ridpital after an illness of a few in the Creswell Baptist Church. ley D, Wilson, Shirley A. Wilhours. Besides her parents she Revs. Edward Woodall and son; Mt. Hebron, Norman Lee
Milton; Sugar
the decline the last few years, Spurgeon Driver were in charge Milton, Waynox
in Creek, Patsy J. Kennedy, Velma
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Burial
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beginning
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but
,
Boyd; Nabb, Barbara J. Oliver,
again this year. Estimates are Pleasant Hill cemetery.
Mrs. Andrews, who had been Earnest Oliver, and Piney Grove,
that approximately 500 breedby four Barbara S. Thomas, Shirley
ing ewes were brought into the ill a month, is survived
children, Mrs. Nonie McDowell Mae Haile.
county this year.
A large part of the county is and C. A. Andrews, Marion, and
Weide, Associational W. M. U.
well suited for sheep produc- R. D. Andrews and Mrs.
Associational Women's
dren,
The
28
grandchil
Grove,
Shady
little
y
ver
require
They
tion.
will meet at
y
grain and are efficient users of 83 great-grandchildren, and 29 Missionar Union
10 o'clock, Wednesday mornpasture and hay. There are great-great-grandchildren.
She was a member of the ing, Jan. 19, in the First Bapmany farms in the county that
tist Church, Princeton.
have a very definite place for Blackburn Baptist Church.
Conferences will be led by
Pallbearers were grandsons,
a flock of from 25 to 30 ewes,
ip, comparticularly those farms that are and flower girls were grand- chairman of stewardsh
mission
and
missions,
munity
.
daughters
support
not
will
and
very rolling
study groups, The associational
much grain production because
will conof erosion problems. With prop- • Elephants, when pressed by young people's leader
people's direcer fertilization and seeding they fright, can easily outdistance a fer with young
tors.
will produce very good pastures horse.
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Princeton, K y
Located at 808 West Main St.,

1 Livingroom Suite and 2 large
chairs
1 Walnut Bed, Mattress and Springs
1 Other Bed Mattress and Springs
1 Dresser, Vanity and Bench
1 Frigidaire(1940 Model)
1 China Closet
1 Dresser
1 Wash Stand
1 Dinnette Table and 4 Chairs to
match.
1 Rocker
1 Gas Heater, Tables, Chairs, Rugs,
Lawn Mower, Garden Tools, Books
and many, many other things not
mentioned here.
Sale Rain or Shine.
Reason for sale: Am leaving town.

B.M.Taylor,Owner
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Kelsie 0. Tudor, Auctioneer
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Tel 25
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COLEMAN-DUNN COMPANY
ON THE OPENING OF THEIR NEW BUILDING
We extend our sincere congratulations to the COLEMANDUNN COMPANY on this occasion of the official opening of their

This firm is to be commended on its farsightedness in erecting
a structure that so thoroughly meets the needs of its friends and

facilities and customer conveniences.

We, at International Harvester, refer to a place of business
more than just four walls
such as this as a "Base of Operation"
and a roof. It combines a series of indoor and outdoor area into
a complete operation unit for the display of new used equipment,

TRUCKS 'PART

101-107 North Garvin Street
EVANSVILLE, INDIANA

1 1111
"
"
>r*°."""iiiii"4.1111°1111".111114

of replacement parts, expert shop

the

servicing • Of tractors, farm equipment, refthgeration and motor
trucks.

new Base of Operations, located on Highway 62, just west of
Princeton.

sale

customers in the Princeton community for efficient distribution and

21.1111111dl

i

service, warehoust,

The desire to render complete service in clean, comfortable
surroundings was a prime factor in the development of this "Base
of Operations." We are sure that friends and customers of the
Coleman-Dunn Co. will come to appreciate this
whenever they visit this new building

type of service
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New Group Formed
By Presbyterians
pee

cell No. 50 end °lire items for this Pepe to whoever answers the phone
of the now•.

Creekmur-Ramsey
The Marriage of Miss Mary
Creekmur, daughter
Mr. and Mrs. Herschel
Amur, and Li Frank D.
msey, son of Mr. James Karr
lisey, Madisonville, was sotsized at nine o'clock Thursmorning, Dec. 30, in the
se of Mrs. A. W. Davis, Mad-

LE
on Ky

The bride was graduated from
Butler High School in 1945, attended Bethel Women's College,
Hopkinsville, where she was a
member of Chi Delta Phi sorority. She was employed as bookkeeper for the Princeton Cream
and Butter Company until October, when she resigned to accept employment in the Navy
Department, Washington, D.C.
Lieut. Ramsey, a graduate of
Madisonville High School, attended Georgia School of Technology for 3 years before serving with the Army Air Corps
in World War H. He re-enlisted
in October, was commissioned a
second lieutenant, and is now
stationed at Randolph Field,
San Antonio, Tex.
The couple left immedlately
after the ceremony for a motor
trip to South Carolina and Texas where they will make their
home at the San Houston Arms,
Apartment 9, 1102 East Grayson
Street.

:se. Harold D. TIllant, pasof Madisonville Baptist
irch, officiated in the impretdouble ring ceremony.
'Ass Jane Waller Ramsey,
,,.field, S. C., sister of the
groom Was maid of honor,
Mr. Buddy Preston served
est man. Guests were Mr.
os Karr Ramsey, father of
bridegroom, Miss Melville
:ng, and Mrs. A. W. Davis.
"he bride wore a gray suit
ti black assessories and her
assage was of gardenias. The
ridegroom was in uniform.
The maid of honor, Miss Jane
Waller Ramsey, wore a gray
Queen angel fish have bright
nsemble with corsage of garenias. Mr. Buddy Preston, best powdery-blue bodies and golden-yellow fins.
n, wore a blue suit.

rings
ing,
Icy Streets
Frost Covered Windshield
and Windows
Poor Visibility
Frozen Brakes
The Kentucky Financial
Responsibility Act

you should not drive without liability and
property damage insurance.

-:-

CALL US

John E.YoungIns.Agency
Princeton, Ky.

Tel. 25

Mitchell-LaNeave
Miss Mildred Mitchell, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Mitchell, Dawson Springs, and James
LaNeave, formerly of Princeton,
were married Friday, Dec. 31,
in a simple, single-ring c e r emony in Detroi t, Mich. Rev.
Stringer officiated and the sevvice was held in the Baptist
Church chapel. Mr. and Mrs.
Euel LaNeave, the bridegroom's
parents, and Miss Jean LaNeave,
his sister, attended the couple.
Mrs. LaNeave wore a blue
suit with black accessories, and
a red rosebud corsage.

Story - Jackson
Th emarriage of Miss Isabella
Story, daughter of Mrs. Delma
Story, Crystal Falls, Mich., and
James Jackson, son of Mrs. Bertha Jaskson, Route 1, Princeton, took place at 2 o'clock Sunday, Dec. 19, in the home of the
officiating minister, the Rev.
Reed Woodall, Crystal Falls.
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Ramage,
Elberfeld, Ind., were the only
attendants.
Mr. and Mrs. Jackson left
immediately after the ceremony
for Benton Harbor, Mich., where
the former is employed in steel
construction work.
Mrs. Jackson attended her
son's wedding.

Mr. And Mrs. Wood
Mp'rried 50 Years
vMr. and Mrs. C. T. Wood, who

These, and many others, are reasons why

PLAY SAFE

. to expedite handling

were married January 10, 1899,
celebrated their Golden Wedding anniversary with a 12
o'clock dinner Sunday at the
home of their son, Clifton, and
Mrs. Wood. Brothers and sisters of the honorees were guests.
Carrying out the color scheme
of a Golden Wedding anniversary, a gold cake, flanked by
gold candles in crystal holders,
centered the dining table.
Present were Mr. and Mrs.
Claud H. Wood, Mr. and Mrs.
Clyde 0. Wood, Mr. and Mrs.
Herman Sizemore, Mr. and Mrs.
Walter Rogers, Mr. and Mrs.
Kelly Rogers, Mr. and Mrs. Dallas Rogers, Mrs. Cora Newsom,
Mrs. Ave Ladd, John M. Wood,
J. W. Wood, Mr. and Mrs. Clifton Wood, Miss Melinda Wood,
and the guars of honor.

Chop-Suey Supper
A chop-suey supper and a discussion of the history of China
will be featured at a meeting of
the Woman's Council of First
Christian Church at 7 o'clock,
Monday night, Jan. 17, In the
church.

Will Co-ordinate Work
Of Women's Separate
Organizations

Leader Congratulates
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Quertermous, Fredonia, on the birth
of a son, Charles Wayne, in the
Princeton hospital. Mrs. Quertermous and son have returned
home.
• • •
Prof. and Mrs, Hubert Jaco,
Fulton, on the arrival of a on.
Prof. Jaco was formerly principal of Fredonia High School..
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. I. C. Meyers,
Hopkinsville, on the birth of a
son, Howard Sabel, January 9,
at Jennie Stuart Hospital.

Homemakers Will At The Churches
Study Nutrition
Food Projects To Be
Planned At Meeting
Here Friday

Food projects to be studied in
March and April by Caldwell
County Homemakers will be
planned at a meeting of club
leaders at 10:30 o'clock, Friday
morning, Jan. 14, in the office
of Miss Wilma Vandiver, home
demonstration agent.
Miss Florence Imlay, foods
and nutritions specialist from
the University of Kentucky,
will aid in the planning.
Clubs to be represented are
Garden
C o b b,
Farmersville, Crider,
Lakewood, Friendship, and EdMembership Grows
dy Creek. Mrs. Homer MoCasFrom Seven To 44
lin, county foods leader, a n d
In Initial Year
Mrs. Hugh Yates, county presiMrs. Charles Geiger was elect- dent, will be present.
ed president of the Princeton
Rose a n d Garden Club at
Thursday night's meeting in the
George Coon Library.
Others elected were Mrs. Shell
Smith, vice-president, Mrs. R.
S. Gregory, secretary, and Mrs.
1. Monthly Council MeetBrad Lacy, treasurer. Annual
ing To Be Held At
New Society Pledges
were
reports of outgoing officers
two made at the meeting.
Formal initiation for
Kuttawa Jan. 18
pledges of the non-scholastic soThe club was organized last
J. Philip Glenn, chairman of
rority, Beta Sigma Phi, Mrs. Ro- year by Dr. C. F. Engelhardt, the Three-Rivers District, Boy
bert Gordon and Miss Elizabeth who was also first president. Scouts of America, announced
Sholar, was held December 14, During the club's initial year, Tuesday the first of the 1949
at. George Coon Library.
it was federated into the State district meetings will be held in
Mrs. Billy McElroy, vice-pres- organization. Membership grew the High School at Kuttawa
ident, had charge of the pro- from the original seven to 44. Tuesday night, Jan. 18, at 7:30
gram, after which a banquet A flower show was presented o'clock.
was held at the Henrietta Ho- in the late summer, and two proChiarman Glenn said a report
tel, where members exchanged grams on flower arrangements of the coming Scout Circus will
gifts.
by outside be made by W. D. Armstrong,
were directed
Present were Mesdames Billy speakers.
chairman of Camping and AcMcElroy, Harold Rowland, Fredtivities for the 3-Rivers Diserick McConnell, Glenn Bright,
trict. Mr. Armstrong attended
Robert Gordon; Misses Margaret
the planning conference for the
Ann Cartwright, Wanda Wadcircus which was held in Henlington, Elizabeth Sholar andsi !Mrs. W. J. Kennedy and Mrs. derson, Jan. 10. The district will
with
Floyd Dunbar spent Sunday
Marjorie Stembridge.
he represented on Scout Circus
Mr. and Mrs. Claude Severin,
committees by Grayson HarrelMorganfield.
son, Merle Drain and W. D.
Jo Lester Addresses
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. Virgil Francis, Armstrong, Princeton, and Neil
Butler FBLA Club
Evansville, Ind., were the week- Guess, Marion.
The Future Business Leaders end guests of relatives here.
Mr. Glenn also said dates for
of America Club of Butler High
• • •
spring Cmaporee for District
a
returned
has
Owen
Vera
Mrs.
School held its weekly meetafter spending the holidays with Scouts will be determined.
ing Monday, Jan. 10.
her son, Charles Owen, and Mrs.
A series of roundtable discusJo Lester, vice-president pre- Owen, Chicago, Ill. She visited
sions for Scoutmasters and instisented a book review on "Parli- spots of interest while there.
tutional representatives will be
amentary Procedure".
•
up at the Kuttawa meeting,
set
Humphries
CT.
Mes.CR.
and
Mr.
Several members have learned
and daughters, Ann and Rebecaddition to a series of traiiping
the club creed, received cards ca, were weekend guests of Mr. in
meetings for Cub Scout leaders.
of affiliation and are planning Humphries' sister, Mrs. Hugh
Hammond, Hopkinsville.
to buy F.B.L.A. pins.

The women of Central Presbyterian Church formed an organization Monday, to be known as
the Woman's Association of the
Presbyterian Church, which will
co-ordinate the work done by
the separate women'a groups.
The association will meet the
second Monday of each month.
No president was chosen at
Monday's luncheon meeting, but
other officers elected were Mrs.
Reginald Lowery, vice-president;
Mrs. Richard Morgan, secretary,
and Mrs. Allison Aiken, treasurer.
Mrs. David Schulherr spoke
on "The Work and Opportunities of Presbyterian Women
Around the World." Mrs. Aiken
Presided. Mrs. Owen Ingram
was chairman of the luncheon
committee. Special music was by
Mesdames Frank Wood, John
MeLin and Walter Towery.

Margaret Boaz Speaks
At B&PW Meeting

Mrs. Geiger New
Club Head

Dr. John B. Floyd, new manager of Outwood Veterans Hospital, and Mrs. Floyd will be
honored at a reception from 7
to 10 o'clock, Saturday night,
Jan. 15, in the employes recreation hall of the hospital. The
public is invited to attend and
welcome Dr. Floyd and Mrs.
Floyd, H. L. Taylor, executive
„
,
,
AlOs

Try a Leader Classified Ad!

Scouters To Hear
Plans For Circus

Johnst5on, Louisville,
Mrs. Paul •
was guest last week of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. I. D. Worrell.

Miss Margaret Boaz discussed siMr. and Mrs*. E. M. Sanders
duties of club members to the have returned to their home in
Park, Ill., after visiting
public at a meeting of the Busi- Forest
the latter's parents, Mr. and Mrs.
ness and Professional Women's
B. B. Boaz, Cobb.
Club Monday night in the
L.
E.
Mrs.
Teen-Age Clubhouse.
Mrs. Lucille 'Ami.th and little
Williamson had charge of the son, Junior, of Gary, Ind., returned home last Wednesday,
program.
via plane, after a visit to Mr.
Miss Lucille Slick was ilk- and Mrs. Melvin Fralick, Dawtroduced as.Junior BPW. Elected son Road. Mr. and Mrs. Harold
to membership were Mrs. Ty- Powell and Mr. and Mrs. Chr.id
Ill., spent last
lene Long, Mrs. R. H. Dalzell, Holsapple, Hearst,
weekend with the Fralicks.
Miss Neva Hogan and Miss Pa• • •
tricia Snider.
Mrs. H. A. Keach, HopkinsA potluck supper was served, vine, spent Friday night here
R. R. Taylor,
with Miss Virginia McCaslin with Mr. and Mrs.enroute
home
'Highland Avenue,
hostess.
after a visit to her son, Dr.
John Elliott Baker, Hopkinsville.

Floyds To Be Honored
At Reception Saturday

FIRS1 CHRISTIAN
Tom W. Collins, Pastor
Teachers and officers of the
Church School met Tuesday
night to formulate plans to step
up the growth of the school.
Five additional active members
will bring the enrollment to
300. The goal toward which each
worker is challenged to labor is
a weekly attendance mark closer
to the enrollment. Attendance
charts and averages were studied
by the group and recommedations made by the Christian Education Committee adopted.
Present facilities will accommodate 500 students In training

for the Christian life. We urge
the entire membership to be conscientious about the great challenge before us. The apostle Paul
writes, "Stir up the gift of God
within you." II Timothy 1: 6.
Church School, 9:45 o'clock.
Morning Worship, 11 o'clock.
CYF, 6 o'clock.
Evening Worship, 7 o'clock.
Everyone will find a welcome
at all of the services.
-BLUE SPRINGS BAPTIST
Rev J. T. Cunningham will
preach at Blue Springs Baptist
Church Sunday morning at 11
o'clock.

4-H Club Council
Organized Here

$30.00
$40.00 SUITS at
$35.00 SUITS at _ _ _ _ _$27.50
$40.00 TOPCOATS at _ _$30.00
$35.00 TOPCOATS at $27.50

Rugby and Wilson Bros. Sweaters
10.00_ _ _ _
$ 8.50
$ 6.00
$ 5.00
$ 3.00

at
at
at
at
at

8.00
$7.00
$4.75
$4.00
$2.00

COLORED SHIRTS
$ 3.50
$ 3.00

at
at

$2.95
$2.50

WEMBERLY and REGAL TIES
$ 2.00
$ 1.50

at
at

$1.50
$1.25

SPORT SHIRTS REDUCED

Will Plan Activities
For 1949; Jimmie
Wallace President

A 4-H council f o r Caldwell
county was organized Saturday
activities and
to plan 4-H club
methods of carrying out these
activities in 1849.
Jimmie Wallace was elected
president; Jacqueline ghoulders,
secretary and publicity chairman, and Joe Lester, treasurer.
Members td the council are Mrs.
Jim Neal, county 4-H leader of
Callwell County Homemakers
Association; M. P. Brown, Jr.,
president o f Caldwell County
. H. W. Blades
Mr. and Mrs:
Jacqueline
were visitors in Hopkinsville Farm Bureau, and
Shoulders, Joe Lester, Frank
Monday.
PPool, Billie Mitchell and Jimarine Garrett, Mrs.
.
Miss Kath
Wallace, county 4-H officers
William Rice, Mrs. Richard Rat- mie
liff and Mrs. Charles Ratliff of 1948-49.
Nashville,
spent Tuesday in
A budget was set up at SaturTenn.
ci a y' a meeting. Arrangements
were made for the meeting by
Mrs. Louise Pickleseimer and
Vandiver, home
son, John Bryan, of Pikeville, Miss Wilnia
are visiting her parents, Mr. demonstration agent, and R. A.
and Mrs. N. C. McCarty, Mabry, county agent.
Bouts 43. „

DAD 'N LAD STORE

&Jule's'
Sale Of Better Dresses

J

Ouse

rtable
"Base
of the
- rvice

WITH A
GAS RANGE

SEE THIS BEAUTIFUL
ASSORTMENT OF DRFISSES

All Junior Dresses
DELICIOUS TOP COOKING
Nagle Clore emissive ear
plese top banter ease you
.hootyea
wale*.
fetr
Mee molds', the fixed elmreeraot dime the trick.
LUSCIOUS BAKING
Pim that moll In your mouth
- oak** In for a kin.y-Nagle Chof• oncluolvo Red
Wheal Iloqulaior am-ores
Correct even toraperoturee
for savory oves rookie, at
an emus.

TASTY BROILING
lie a 1000he Tama 11111111
More •aeleiti••
lieellier maim
Mem rie ireasping. dem Mope
bun*.

080011

000

EASY CLEANING
Maple Chrits •xelo•le•
mrecoalleed &alga nude= It
mad keep
10 C101,0
000T
clean, top humon arid
broiler an out naldly ho

SUPERIOR
CONSTRUCTION
Ihrallatieried to at pmfactif
late madam Idieltemar vow
etreated let head
Mavis ChM balsas
":,
rang* on the mmiori
today.

LONG LASTING
DEPENDABILITY
Nagle Mare Neese banner
I. bat es.
rerarle
.1.
depereilelifKlY
of tide moos. We labaratooy
looted and provod

More Women Cook on Magic Chat Than on Any Other Rare

But only since I

got my

General Electric

All-Automatic Washer!
BUY YOURS NOW WHILE
You'll be happy on washday, too (with a G-E
All-Automatic Washer), because your part of
the washing is done in 20 seconds. That's just
how long it takes to load the washer, set the

SIZES AND COLORS
ARE PLENTIFUL

controls, and start it.
You'll be happier with a General Electric
All-Automatic, too, because it really gee the
clothes clean ... sweet-smelling clean. All the
clothes are soaked, washed, and rinsed in filtered, circulating water, and the G -B
Activator* gets the dirt out of heavy workclothes--while it's gentle with

the finest

fabrics.
Ask to see this amazing washer in
action. It's being demonstrated today

IIIII IT 700490 AT

every day-to show

you how to mike

washday a happier day.

Price $369.00
VISIT BARNES' STORE-WIDE SALE!

All Kinds of Gas Appliances Sold and Serviced
Prices Right

20 Years of "Know-How"

The Exclusive Ladies' Store
Hopkinsvilie
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SATURDAY, JANUARY 15th

1:00 P. M. to 9:00 P. M.

BUY THE BEST

FARMALL TRACTORS
McCORMICK FARM MACHINES
INTERNATIONAL TRUCKS
SERVICE PARTS
•
INTERNATIONAL REFRIGERATION
a

HUDSON CARS
GOODYEAR TIRES

Garnett Lewis will be in charge of our Service Department. He will be assisted by "Buster" Ruff in, Richard Ray and
Raymond Hanks. "Whitie"
Fralick will be in charge of parts department.

•Tit its a beauty
High-Power Burn*
Perfection quality ax
arid
ioving
thaalle::lseyearsvnr
inc
ge.oaRi ci
kg top will hold w•
;assure cooker or
oven See it at

Eldred Hdwe
Phone 321

Here's Your
to Our Invitation
1116, FREE

TRACTORS
FARMALL
NTERNATIONAL
RATION
REFRIGE
'

viUDS°M CARS
ERNATIONAL
T
" T RUCKS

,

C011.101-D1INN CO.

Eli

Princeton, Ky.

STORE

Jan. 13, 1949

ftwit
eti011
Bring tk•
and

Dear Friend:

1W11111111118..11t1111/1•111.11

-0"

member of this
us as a
as
look
better
get a
ue",'.k.g1Pietagn,-.--fattmCia,., is holding
484/0114, you to
1 •
Harvester
evening, January
community your
afternoon and
Saturday
house
an open
ordial
extend a c
opportunity to
meet
us and
take this
community to visit
We wish to
member of this
every
to
serve you.
invitation
always glad to
are
who
personnel
our

4 fat

have
of

414:61,
ILISSAST

ON THE

West Main St.

th

)15.

COLEMAN
CURTIS W.
PAUL E. DUNN

a

ti

is

ON THE
STAGE

Sincerely yours,

Ft)

SCREEN

Stars of

radio and
stage (singing and
BETH
in
whistling),
HASTINGS
taps),
PATSY
JERRY
BLAIR
CARR, AL
DAY,
(tops
WILBUR
STEWART,
BALL
ARTIE
music,
(comedy and
comedy,
dancing,
song) specialties.
Plus new
color
Comedy and movies Educationai, T
other
ravel,
features.
Curtain
Time:
7:30 P.
M.

COLEMAN-DUNN COMPANy
(formerly Princeton Implement Co.)

Princeton, Ky
......
......1111111111111111111101111
.
1111111111.1111110111111111111.....
1.101111111111......111111111111.011.11.0.....
........

OAR OR JE
PROMPT A

Livestock Market
roTAL ILEA') _
Good Quality Fat
Steers .
Medium Quality
Butcher Cattle
21.00 24.00
Baby Beeves
P.00 25.00
Fat Cows
17.00 20.00
Cannets & Cutters 14.00 17.00
Bulls
18.00 22.00
Stock Cattle
21.00 26.00
Feeder Cattle
20.00 25.00
Milk Cows, pr. hd. 94.00 139.00
VEALS
No. I Veals
35.00
No. 2 Veals
33.00
14.25
Throwouts
HOGS
200-230
21.75
235-290
19.50
285 & up
18.50
120-155
18.50
160-195
20.50
Roughs 450 & under 16.50
Roughs over 450
15.50
The cattle market was
steady with last week.

mphasis Placed Upon
sclera' Aid Primary
nd Secondary
outes, Withers Says
Franktort--The Department of
ighways contracted for 1,313
',a of road construction, surduring
„ ng and resurfacing
• at a cost of more than $18,000, Commissioner Garrett
Withers said this week.
"During the year just closed
to care State has attempted
proon a progressive highway
m as far as has been possivital
e without sacrifice of
aintenance of the existing
hway system," Commissioner
ithers said. "Contracts totaling
6,45'7,000 were let for 1,177
ilcs of surfacing and resurfacand 137 miles of new conruction.
"Since none of the new twont income from the State gasoe tax was available for conruction, emphasis this year has
placed on federal aid privy and secondary roads. This
gram, linked with the neces--

ew...Fast... Clean

ERFECTION
Oil Stove

•Yes, it's a beauty and the
High -Power Burners, plus
Perfection quality are assurance of years of clean, fast,
time-saving and moneysaving service. Roomy cooking top will hold washboilez,
pressure cooker or portable
oven See it at

Stresses Old Headache

Chevrolet's biggest newspaper advertising campaign will use 5,972 dailies and
weeklies to announce new models January 22, Dwarfing Toni Banish, here's
what 5,972 newspapers look like, each representing an individual publication
sary reconstruction caused by the
severe winter, brought the contract figure past the $16,000,000
mark."
A budget of $9,000,000 was
adopted for the fiscal year beginning April 1, 1948, to provide
for maintenance which, according to Maintenance Director M.
F. Johnson, was one of the most
wide-spread and pressing problems of the year.
"In addition to our own work
with our own forces, $4,800,000
worth of resurfacing contracts
were awarded to repair the damage caused by the severe weather of last winter," Mr. Johnson said: "Highway damage resulting from freezing and thaw
ing was the greatest of any single year in the history of th:
department, but most of the
main traveled highways have
been restored sufficiently to
place them in reasionable condition for the winter."
A number of construction projects were completed or started
on major highways during the
year. Construction Director Cabell Owens said grade, drain and
traffic bound surfacing was com-

pleted on five miles of US60, th
Ashland-Grayson road; five
miles of 1JS27 south of Camp
Nelson, and 12 miles of US31E
in Hart and Barren counties. A
$500,000 overhead bridge and approaches in Rowan county and
12 'miles of concrete parvement
on US27 in Harrison and Pendleton counties have also been
completed.
Major construction projects
started during the year included
grade, drain and traffic bound
surfacing of eight miles of
13S27 south of Lexington, relocation of five miles of US62, the
Kuttawa-Gilbertsville road, and
a Licking River bridge and
straightening of U527 at Cynthiana.
Design Director J. F. Stigers
said during the year 1948 surveys and plans were completed
on 351 miles at a cost of $1,068
a mile, or a total of $375,000.
The Department's Rural Highway Division, handling the annual $5,000,000 appropriation for
rural roads, reported 1948 was
one of its best years. Director
George H. Hailey said the division approved 12,874 miles of

Laurel, Del. —AP-- A. R. Perry likes to collect odd items.
His collecting hobby
ha s
rounded up innumerable things
including these: An old-fashioned trundle bed, a powder horn, a
model C-54 airplane, a wheel
from a surrey, a bell said to
have rung the night Paul Revere made his famous ride, and
500,000 bottles-50,000 of which
once contained a headache powder.
Berengaria, after whom a
great ship was named, was the
wife of Richard the Lion-Hearted, 12th century King of England.

• 'Dawson Road
Homemaker Membership
Increased To 240 In 1948 'irday

Lucille Pool ipent Satnight in our community.
Mrs. Mary Morris spent Sunship chairman. August has been day as the guest of her son at
By Wilma Vandiver
Home Demonstration Agent
set aside for club and communi- Beeck inridge.
Mr. Everett Dillingham has
A 12 percent increase during ty picnics.
1948 brought membership to 240
In addition to the regular pro- taken charge of the B & C Growomen in 14 active homemaker gram, special interest groups are cery formerly operated by Mrs.
Resale Capps.
clubs in Caldwell county.
helped. House planning was
Mr. Jim Capps visited his
In reaching other groups Hall taught to such a group last OcHomemakers sponsored a dem- tober. Miss Hagman emphasized son, Gather, and family Friday,
Rev. and Mrs. J. L. Franklin,
onstration in the Liberty com- that careful planning before the
munity and Farmersville Club house is started made fewer mis- of Dawson, were the weekend
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Joe Begavo a demonstration to an un- takes later.
shears.
organized group in the CressOfficers of the Caldwell CounMr. and Mrs. George Frankwell community.
ty Homemakers Association are lin and George Powell were in
Approximately 75 percent of
Mrs. Hugh Yates, preside* Mrs. Crittenden county Sunday.
the women cooperating with the
Do n Hoitnott, vice-president; Mrs. Hester Powell visited
extension program reported
Claude J. Yates
Mrs. Charles Hubbard, secretary- Miss Lola Neal Sunday afterJ. M. McAlister, Kentucky 2,812 improved practices in home treasurer; Mrs. John McDowell,
noon.
furnishings, conserved food valrecreation leader; Mrs. Alvin
manager for Southern Bell
Mrs. Sadie Poe attended Mr.
ued at $14,659.80, and estimated
Chairman;
Lisanby, publicity
Telephone
and
Telegraph
Bob Dearing's funeral one day
wor th
clothing information
Mrs. W. 0. Newsom, reading; last week, near White schoolCompany, has been appointed
$4,301.
Miss Robbie Sims, citizenship; house.
South Carolina manager with
Home improvement received
Mrs. Percy Plercy, home manheadquarters in Columbia, and
part of the homemakers attenagement; Mrs. Charles Geiger, Mrs. Jim Neal, 4-H leader.
will be succeeded by Claude J.
tion last year. Guides to Make
Homemakers clubs may be orhome furnishings; Mrs. John
Yates, of Atlanta, the comYour Work Easier, Ironing the
McLin, landscaping; Mrs. Claude ganized whcn request is made
pany's present Geoegia manaEasier Way, and What Is Your
McConnell, clothing; Mrs. Homer by any unorganized group in the
ger, it was announced Tue..1Time Worth were taught by
,MeCaslin, canning and food, and county.
day. Both appointments are efMiss Eda C. Hagman, home
fective February 1.
management specialist. About
1,675 practices were adopted, and
information was given to others
983 times.
Under the subject of home
furnishings, homemakers during
the last 5 years studied refinWinter Issue Of "In
ishing furniture, seating chairs,
refinishing old and new floors,
Kentucky" To Be Off
selecting backgrounds for a
Press January 10
mixFrankfort, Jan. 4—Kentucky's room, arranging furniture,
wiring
official publication, "In Kentuc- ing paint for woodwork,
hooking
ky" magazine, is scheduled to kerosene lamps and
be off the press January 10. The rugs.
Miss Vivian Curnutt, extension
Winter issue of the 52-page magfurnishings,
azine carries a story of Kentuc- specialist in home
a aeries of
ky's Vice-Presidents and the has been conducting
malt:ng of
Kentucky born President-for-a- four lessons on the
slip covers. In January the
day.
the finThere is also a story of Ken- homemakers will study
the slip
tucky's "first" and "most" at- al lesson on finishing
cover.
tractions.
Homemaker work in Caldwell
"In Kentucky" brings to light
year of exthe fact that the ancestors of has entered its 14th
work conducted by the
President Harry S. Truman and tension
division of the ColAbraham Lincoln lived on ad- extension
Agriculture and Home
of
lege
joining farms near the ShelbyEconomics, University of KenJefferson county line.
The cover carries a color pic- tucky.
Included in 1949 plans are
It is richer, sweeter, better tasting, and contains
ture of the hunter reclining in
studies of style trends and refront of an open fireplace afand
farm
ports of the annual
the vitamins necessary to good health.
ter the day's hunt.
home convention in February.
In addition to the stories alFlorence Imlay, extension
ready mentioned, there are 18 Miss
specialist in foods and nutrition,
other highly interesting stories
conduct, a training school
and features. "In Kentucky" will
for major project in foods in
launches a new feature entitled
March and April. Home nurs"Speaking Of Kentucky" which
will be studied in May and
is printed on the title page. This ing
June, and all clubs will plan
is the second new feature of the
International programs in July,
magazine in recent months, the
under the leadership of citizenbeing
other
the Kentucky Picture Quiz.
The story of how the bodies >I
the entrapped miners at FourJ. L. Horton
T. M. Russell
William Hancock, Jr.
mile, Ky. were rescuerd is also
told.
The maeazine has nearly' 100

Rescue Story Told
In State Magazine

county roads for maintenance
work and 549 miles for constru:.
tion. The work included 2,615
miles of traffic bound resurfacing, 622 miles of bituminous resurfacing, 3,034 miles of traffi:
bound patching, 1,652 mile; of
: 'luminous patching, 248 miles o'
traffic bound surfacing, and 121
miles of bituminous surfacing.
Emerson Beauchamp, name
Rural Highway Commissioner, to
direct expenditure of t h e approximately $8,000,000 accruing
annually to the rural road fund
from the State gasoline tax, reported marked progress in th,
formulation of a 1949 rural road
program.
"A number of studies of the
needs of the various counties for
additional secondary highways
on which the tax money may be
applied have been completed and
we are now ready for conferences with representatives of all
the 120 counties," Mr. Beauchamp said. "In this way we
hope to learn first hand what
county roads the people need."
Thirty new bridges and 55
culverts were added to Kentucky's bridge system during the
year, Bridge Engineer E. D.
Smith reported. A major portion
of the 1948 bridge program proSailing 'vessels are classed acvided for replacement of eight cording to the particular combieastern Kentucky bridges in the nation of spars, sail and cordage,
Wolf Creek Dam area. The Wolf and the words "cutter", "brig",
Creek bridge construction, ex- or "ship", are really abbreviapected to cost an estimated $5,- tions for "cutter-rigged", "brig000,000, will be financed joint- rigged" and "ship-rigged".
ly by the state and federal governments.

For the first
time since before
the war • • ••

We can unload Burley anytime now so we are discontiuing our policy of registering Burley for delivery
for the remainder of the 1948-49 season. We feel sure
we can give you the prompt service and courteous treatment that has always been the policy of our firm.

4.1t, 4o4e
Oondol4 fhcoachman
coat

A dramatic presentation of wondrous
grace from its tiny
cadet collar to its extravagant back flare.
Stylish simplicity
handsomely tailored
of Imperial Worsted
Gabardine in Herald
Beige, Skipper Blue,
Coachman Grey,
Navy, Empire Black.
The long-popular solid silver patterns illustrated here, all of which were suspended early
in the recent war, are available once again in
unlimited quantities, on a special-order basis.
Orders placed before the coming Dec. 16 will
be delivered during March, April or May,
1949. Now is the long-awaited time to 611 in
your set. Write, phone, or call at our store
for a leaflet giving full information and prices.

Sizes 8 to 18

On E. Market St. and Highland Avenue. Full-size basement;
built-on garage; hardwood floors; asphalt tile in bath and kitchen;
gas heat; wired for electric stove shower and bath.
House has 53 electrical openings. Kitchen cabinets built in.
Laundry facilities in basement automatic gas water heater. Large
living room with picture window and huge modern fireplace. Piped
for gas logs or to use for real log fire; has built-in bookcases and
window seat; solid panel doors; molded casings and the best of
hardware.
This house is a dream
It was built to last forever.

'0.
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Tenderized Poultry
For Freezer Locker
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Schedule

Ky. Farm News

Auburn, Ala. -AP- Auburn
Poultry should be aged for and Alabama, who resumed aththree to five hours to tenderize letic relations in 1948 after a
it before it is stored in the fro:- lapse of 47 years, will try to
en food locker, according to Dr. make up for a little of the lost
Static Erikson, head of home time during the 1948-49 basket-1
ball season when they meet
economics, University of K e nthree times. The Tiger and Tide
tucky. Because it continues to hoopsters
will clash in Birmage after 'freezing, it loses flavingham, Auburn and Tuscaloosa.
or. tenderness and aroma, and
should be used within a period that corn-fed chickens had the
of a few months, the foods au- best flavor and wheat-fed the
thority said. She emphasized poorest. If chickens are to be
that although the flesh became drawn and frozen, it was recdry with lengthened storage, and ommended that they be fed an
was less tender and flavorsome, hour before being killed.
nutritive value was not lost.
Chickens not drawn before
Aluminum foil for wrapping was freezint had a better flavor if
found to be more effective than they were not fed for 16 hours
was the use of glass or tin con- 'before killing. Such birds must
tainers or cartons.
be drawn before thawing, said
Through tests, it was learned Dr. Erikson.

4

A herd of 15 Jerseys at the
Western Kentucky Experiment
•-aibstation completed a year on
,
t st *ith an average production

of 7,390 pounds of milk and 408
pounds of butterfat.
Vetch and small grain are being grown as a winter cover
crop on half of the tobacco land
in Scott county.
In Webster county, homemak •
era have more than 100 braided
wool rugs in the process of being
made.
More than 2,000 pounds of
chlordane dust was used to fight
grasshoppers in Boyle county in
1948.
A year's profit of $386 on a
flock of 100 hens was reported
by Mrs. R. L. Swauger of LawCharter No. 34/84
Reserve District No, $ HORSE AND BUGGY AGE RETURNS
TO BLIZZARD AGES-Awautomobile, immobilized by snow, son, Breathitt county.
REPORT OF CONDITION OF THE
serves as a hitching post for a saddle horse on a city street in Atkinson, Neb., where the city
Ann Mason, Hancock county
is
snow-clogged. Old Dobbin was having the last laugh ---a horse laugh, that is--as other methods
of 4-E'er, froze about 600 quarts
OF PRINCETON, IN THE STATE OF KENTUCKY, AT THE CLOSE transportation failed. (AP Wirephoto)
of fruits and vegetables last
OF BUSINESS ON DECEMBER 31, 1948 PUBLISHED IN
summer and assisted her father
RESPONSE TO CALL MADE BY COMPTROLLin packaging about 100 pounds
Receip9 Of The Week
ER OF THE CURRENCY, UNDER SECTION 5211, U. S. REVISED
Mrs. Pearl Haak, food special- of fresh pork.
STATUTES
Muhlenberg county homemakist at the College of Agriculture
•
ers reached their goal of slipASSETS
and Home Economics, Universi- covering 200 pieces of furniture
1. Cash, balances with other banks, including reserve
ty of Kentucky, calls attention the past year.
balance, and cash items in process of collection____ $1,033,479.16
By Sam Dawson
2. United States Government obligations, direct and
share in jaciing up the dollar to a meat substitute dish develUsing sewing machine attachguaranteed
1,168,000.00
(AP Newsfeatures)
total on national income. But oped by Washingon home
3. Obligations of States and political subdivisions
econo- ments, Mrs. Chris Pennington,
355,940.95
New York--Higher prices are some of it is due to increased
homemaker,
Jefferson county
4. Other bonds, notes, and debentures
55,775.00
mists for hot school lunches.
5. Corporate stocks (including $4,500.00 stock of Federmade a bed spread, dressing taraising squawks all over the production. Since 1939 farm proHdwever, the entire family will
al Reserve bank)
4,500.08
ble cover and curtains.
6. Loans and discounts (including $952.40 overdrafts) 1,036,426.57 land. But more people are find- duction has increased by one- enjoy it.
Derrell Winkler of Estill coun7. Bank premises owned $1.00, furniture and fixtures
ing more money to buy more fourth. The physical volume of
Corn Fondue
ty used 1,000 Pounds of rock
$1.00
2.00' things
manufacture
d
and
mineral
cup
Si
bread
cubes
prothan
ever before. :The
11. Other assets
phosphate an acre on a hillside
155.22
cups cream style corn
American standard of living was ducts has increased by threepasture that had not been plow12.
'TOTAL ASSETS
3,54,278.90
fourths.
2 teaspoons minced onion
ed in 40 years.
never higher.
Take one example of this. The 2 teaspoons chopped green pepLIABILITIES
Of 75 farm families reporting
This happy condition isn't unifarmer is getting less a bushel
per
13. Demand depositt of individuals, partnerships, and corin Metcalfe county, 44 have elec, however. Some classes of for
porations
his crops this year. But be- ati cup finely grated cheese
2,640,799.01
..
people have fallen far behind
14. Time deposits of individuals, partnerships, and corcause of the big crops he is sell- /
1
2 teaspoon salt
porations'
,•,_
397,305.47 in the race to keep income ahead ing more bushels.
He is still buy- Dash pepper
15. Deposits of United States Government (including
of expenses.
ing cars and farm equipment. 2 eggs well beaten
watal savings)
44,872.91
These are the ones with fixed
18. Deposits of States and political subdivisions
The total farm income has turn- /
1
2 cup scalded milk
329,609.62
18. Other deposits (certified and cashier's checks, etc.)
11,720.68 ncomes: those who live on pen- ed down since the harvefit but it
Blend all ingredient., with
sions, annuities, saving5. from
is nearly as high as last year, eggs, adding scalded milk last.
19.
TOTAL DEPOSITS
$3,424,307,69
early
years;
most
of
the
white
23. Other liabilities
and four times higher than 1939. Pour into a greased loaf pan, 4
1,078.03
collar class, teachers, salaried
There has been a change in the by 8 inches, or a ring mold, and
24.
TOTAL LIABILITIES
3,425,385.72 professional people; those whose
trends this year. Prices made set in a pan of hot water. Bake
living comes from rents and divtheir spectacular rise between in a moderate oven, 350 degrees,
CAPITAL ACCOUNTS
idends, which haven't advanced
25. Capital Stock:
the spring of 1946 and the spring until set, about one hour.
(c) common stock, total par $75,000.00
75,000.00 at the same rate as the cost of of 1947. Now they are decidedIf desired, the cheese may be
28. Surplus
75,000.00 living; and many in the unskilled
27. Undivided profits
AMERICA'S NEWEST AND
3,893.18 labor group, where food and ly mixed. Ending 1948 lower left out and the fondue served
28. Reserves
than they started are the prices with creamed leftover ham, sug75,000.00
clothing takes the major share
FINEST TRUCKS
of farm products, foods, chemi- gests Mrs. Haak. To make it,
29.
TOTAL CAPTTAL ACCOUNTS
228,893.18 of the family budget, and wh?.re
cals, textiles, hides and leather. use 1 cup of milk and 2 tablethe
30.
rise in living costs has pinch- But
TOTAL LIABILITIES AND CAPITAL ACthe prices of iron and steel, spoons each of butter and flour
COUNTS
3,654,278.90 ed the most.
non-ferrous metals, farm ma- for white sauce. Cook until
•
But the rest of the people are
chinery, automobiles and other thick, then add 2 cups of cubed
MEMORANDA
doing a lot better. Prices have
31 A.ets pledged or assigned to secure liabilities and for
metal products have made their ham. Add salt and pepper as
soared, but Americans own more
other purposes
•
458,000.00
great spurt this year. They av- needed.
automobiles, home appliances
erage 11 percent higher now
Menu: Corn fondue, green
STATE OF KENTUCKY,
and the like than ever before.
COUNTY OF CALDWELL, as:
than in January.
beans, carrot and cabbage salad.
Take that symbol of the Amernry Sevison, President of the above-named bank,
Income trends have also been biscuits, butter and blackberry
do
solemnly swear that the above statement is true to
the best of my ican standard of living, the fam- mixed. And that is where much roll.
knowledge and belief.
ily car. It costs about twice
of the squawk against high pricHENRY SEVISON, President
what it did before the war, but
Sworn to and subscribed before me this 10th day
It is estimated that U. S. auof January, more are owned now than then, es arises.
HELEN WELLS Notary Public
Since the spring of 1946,.while tomobiles totalled 600 billion
and people pay premiums to get
My commission expires July 14, 1949.
prices have done most of their passenger miles in 1947.
CORREST-ATtIZT:
their names high on some dealhigh jumping, thre was only a
CHAS. RATLTFF
ers' lists. Nearly 29 million fam30 percent increase in total in- while the county average was 49
SAM KOLTINSKY
ilies own the more than 30 milG. G. HARRALSON
come from each of the lollowing: bushels. The contestants' yields
lion cars now on the roads. And
Directors
wages and salaries, farms, unin- ranged from 91 to 147 bushels,
still more plan to,-and expect to
the 16 producing over
corporated business and profes- with 10 of
find the money to-no matter
100 bushels.
Hopkinsville Road
sional
activities.
Dividends
how much Dad gruMblea.
'Were
up
percent,
50
income
and
Where is '.'ne money coming
from rents and interest up 20
from? T.lie nation's total personpercent.
al Income has about tripled
But here comes the rub. Insince 1939. In the same nine
come
from transfer payments
years the consumer price index
of the federal reserve board in- went down 10 percent. These
are: veterans benefits and boncreased 75 percent.
uses, relief payments, pensions,
Who has lieen getting all thif
aocial security benefits.
money? The total amount of
The American standard 9(
wages and salaries paid this year
living was never higher, for the
is three times the amount paid
majority-but, ales, not for all.
in 1939.

Jan. 17, Dr. T. It.
College Radio
"Milk, the Most Nearly 1•,.,!
Radio program:, to be heard
Food;" Jan. 18, Dr. J. T. s
daily at 12:45 p.m. from the Colcer, "Producing Grass Seed
lege of Agriculture and Home
Jan. 18,
Economics, University of Ken"F3a;r•.rn Ne wstastRG
nt,uek
roerd
," bjeatin
tucky, over station WHAS are: K
Lawrence Hanson.
"Produc
Inc refrigerators; 41, electric
Legume Seed in Kentucky,"
washing machines; 30, kitchen Jan. 21, "Ouestions
from P
sinks; 20, hot and cold running People." On Jan. 22
at 11
water; 8, hot running water; 14, a.m., Miss Ida Hagman
will
bathrooms, and 8, telephones.
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U.,S. Army and

They're stand-outs
in looks and cab comfort!

U.S. Air

Also other desirable
property.

C. A. WOODALL
Insurance Agency
PHONE 54
117 W. MAIN ST.

Total income of farmers is
noW
four times what it was in 1939- Most EAU
when, it should be noted, in all Hybrid
Varitlities
fairness, farm income didn't look
A survey of cOrn production
so good when compared to some in Estill county shows
that 75
other classes.
percent of the 9,000 acres pro- '
Total corporate profits are duced in 1948 was the hybrid
four times as high now as in variety. Eighty-five percent was
1939. So is total income from Ky. 103; 10 percent, Ky. 203,and
3Ausidaess • lind....prxxferaional . acts%
zieitetil^Wrar 13. Z."21:
vities. Dividends, htrwever, total said Farm Agent Fred Brockonly twice as much as prewar, man. The average yield was 49
and so does income from rents bushels an acre, as compared to
and interest.
34 bushels an acre of open polThis great gain in total income linated.
is more widely distributed than
The need for heavy applicaever before. There are 15 million tions of fertilizer w a s plainly
more persons employed in non- seen by the participants of the
farm 'jobs now than in 1939, or a corn derby. The 16 farmers takgain of 50 percent.
ing part had an average yield of
High prices may play a major 121.8 bushels of hybrid corn,

Corn

Tobacco Show And Sale

Our Annual Show
and Saki afl lark Air Cured and Fire Cured Tobacco,
grc,wn by any member
of 4-H CU*, Future Farmers and Veterans, will be
held' Friday, January
21,and is open tt 1 any member of these group! in
Hopi/Cris and surroun
ding counties. A crop to be eligible for competition
must consist of
not less then 300
pounds.
subi -tantial CASH
PRIM and suitafilk ribbons will be given on individual bo,skets and crops.
You aro asked to
participate in this show and sale.

Brooks Loose Lelf Flo"
Madisonville, Kentucky

4

SALE DAY-EVERY DAY
SHOP FINKEL'S

EVERY DAY FOR VALUES
Our Daily Prices Are As Low Or Lower Than Many Sale
Prices--- Here Are A Few OfOur Every Day Values!
EN'S DRESS SHIRTS Ladies' WASH DRESSES
$1.95
$1.95
"PERFECTO" make fast colors - Sanforized

BOYS' FLANNEL
PLAID SHIRTS . . . .

Sizes 14-20 - Fast Color

80

BOYS' 8-oz. SANFORIZED BLUE
DENIM DUNGAREES
Sizes 6 to 10

$1.69

BOYS' SLIPOVER AND GIRLS' BUTTON, all wool Sweaters
980
Sizes 10 to 16

CANNON Pastel Color
BATH TOWELS • • • •

$2.99

Force

f
ient
be(
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Fore
you

COGIWROOSE

ROBINSON IMPLEMENT CO..,

One nine-room dwelling, bath
and other modern
conveniences. On E. Green St. Real
bargain for
$6,500.
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KENTUCKY RENDE
Phone 898

We Know
Is The Pow

MEN'S ALL WOOL BUTTON FRONT
SWEATERS - Double Elbow VI
Blue - Brown - Navy . . V
I"

95

nio pr,

Men's Cotton Anklets
Blue, Brown, Navy . . "
.

FINKS'S FAIR STORE
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Grows Big Corn Crop
Without Cultivation

Dinner Kills Hen

On a field that was never
cultivated and only chopped out
twice with hoes, Milford Napier
of Harlan county produced 177.6
bushels of corn an acre. There
were 19,865. plants in the thickly planted corn. Farm Agent
Allan C. Davis notes that Mr.
Napier used 1,200 pounds of
commercial fertilizer broadcast,
and 400 pounds of nitrate of soda
side-dressed, besides a everal
loads of stable manure. Also, he
turned under e cover crop of
balbo rye and crimson clover.
Napier had planned to use a
weed-killer on his field, but the
corn was up and growing before
he had a chance to put it on.

.stsist;" jss
n, "Prod
K
entucky,"
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22 at II
gman
and issait

,tional exhibit; and dem; ons again will be a teethe annual Farm and
Convention at the Exper-:ation of the Universi;ducky the last week in
'th. Included will be the
velopments in electrical,
oil cooking, refrigera:dry and water systems.
will have a general
;he morning of Jan. 25
•r talks on atomic energy,
uropean situation and the
work of the Experi
,.iion. That afternoon all men and women will attend a
joint session, where speakers will
be Dr. Edwin G. Nourse, chairman of President Truman's
Council of Economic Advisers,
and Mrs. Evelyn Millis Duvall
of the National Council on Family Relations.
Farmers will join together at
11 o'clock Wednesday, Jan. 26,
to hear C. T. O'Neill of CharClipper K..L.A.
lottesville, Va., chairman of the
Agricultural Commission of the
American Bankers Association,
and at the same hour the next
CALL US FOR
day to hear Dr. 0. V. Wells,
PROMPT, SAFE
chief of the Bureau of AgriculONG- DISTANCE
tural Economics of the U,'S. DeOVING SERVICE
partment of Agriculture.
Authorized Agent t
The program provides for sessions for women throughout the
1/aef/OW eg€C
.
V
four days, and sectional meet- HIT BY TORNADO--This
the badly damaged and still burning lumber mill and power
plant which was in the path of the tornado
old Ligon Truck Line ings for farmers, dealing with that hit Warren, Ark., (Jan.is3).
Scores were killed and several hundred injured. A number
Contact
of communities, a dozen or more, in the
soils, crops, stock-raising, dairy- neighboring southern states were hit,
but
the
Most
violent
storm developed in this lumber mill town of 7,500. (AP
AMES D. MASHBURN
ing, poultry-keeping, fruit growWirephoto)
Princeton, Ky. ing, farm managem
893
ent, farm
Fish
Flee
Water
engineering and the rural comFleetwood, England —AP —
munity and church.
Residents here were amazed to
By David Taylor Marke
come so accustomed to this se- see large numbers
of fish try(AP Newsfeatureill)
quence that they expect to be ing to get out of the water.
Parents can save their children
Some were leaping. Others
comfortable, and happy when
many a bump and tumble, says
were swimming with their
Dr. Ethel B. Waring. It's all a they hear mother's voice in that heads above
the
surf ace
explaining inflection.
matter of safety education.
and when thrown back into deep
A
baby
with
such
training
is
Writing in the magazine, Safwater they immediately swam
ety Education, Dr. Waring, whs likely to control his impulses in to shore, members
of the Layton
is professor of child develop- a scene such as the following:
A mother starts down stairs Society reported.
ment
and family relationships,
It is believed the fish were
Class of '49! Sounds good. You'll
Wew York State College of Home with junior. Part way down he poisoned by pollution
have passed a main milepost
in the
loses
his
rattle
He
screams
and
Economics, at Cornell Universi
when you graduate. What next?
throws himself backward with River Wyre. Both fish and watty,
declares
many
of
the
falls
er are being analyzed by the
There's room for you in the
come when children are tired, all his strength. What may hap- ministry of agricultu
U. S. Army—and a way to get
re and fishpen depends upon whether or
hungry,
irritated or disappoint
ahead in it under the Technical
eries.
not
mother
is
able
to
keep
her
School Plan. You can chooee the
ed. "When they act impulsively,
balance and hold on to baby.
specialist training you prefer
trouble often follows. Without
The estimated annual economIf the baby is properly trained,
(from •list of nearly 100 excelsupervision or guidance matters
lent courses), and qualify for it
says Dr. Waring, when he hears ic loss, resulting from arthritic
1- tRS WITH A Ili
may go from bad to worse until
/
before you enlist.
his mother's voice saying, "In a diseases in the U.S., is almost
somebody gets badly hurt. With
minute we'll get it," he'll expect twice as great as the total 1947
Big chance? You bet! Your
U.S. Army and
supervision and guidance, the
nearest U. S. Army and U.S. Air
to be satisfied after hearing that themselves and
others by impulyoungsters may learn to control
U. S. Air Force Force Recruiting Station can give
inflection and remain quiet in sive behavior.
Safety education
impulsiv
e
acts
and
to
behave
in her arms.
you all the facts. Drop in today!
consists of helping them to learn
ways that will bring them more
Accidents c a n be prevented that their unhappin
ess will be
satisfaction. All such learning
also, she says, if mother teaches brief and to
learn what to do to
operates as safety education,"
junior to respect a quiet and be happy again.
she says.
firm, "No." For example:
Some mothers in the earliest
Take the toddler in the excare of their babies have used a
ploring stage, who can climb
quiet, explaining voice as things
onto chairs and tables to reach
happened at bath time, "Off
about everything. He cannot disshirt and in water"; at meal
criminate between what is suitime, "Bib on and cereal"; when
table for him to handle and
a toy is lost, "Gone—we will get
what is not. He might throw
it." The babies hear this inflec- some
of mother's choice ornation and become comfortable and
ments or dishes about. But he
The Kentucky Rendering Works will pick
happy. In time, the babies be- !might
check himself it from
early babyhood he had heard
p your dead stock promptly, free of charge
that quiet, firm "no" as mother
checked his movement when he
nd on sanitary trucks which are disinfec
ted
reached for her spectacles, pulled her hair, threw his toast on
We pick up horses, cows and hogs. Call
the floor or gave his cereal dish
C.reomulsion relieves promptly because
It goes right to the seat of the trouble a vigorous push.
to help loosen and expel germ laden
However, even children who
phlegm and aid nature to soothe and
have learned some of these simheal raw, tender, inflamed bronchial
ple ways of controlling their
mucous membranes.Tell your druggist
to sell you a bottle of Creomulsion
impulsive behavior do not alwith the understanding you must Mee ways restrain themselves. Especthe way it quickly allays the cough
br
ially is this true when they are
or you are to have your money
It
tired or sleepy, hungry or uncomfortable.
for Coughs,Chest Colds,Bronchitis
Excitement greatly lessens a
child's' contra.,overt hia iinpulsive behavior, too. One mother
found that the happiest kind of
play between her boys would
suddenly become excited quarreling and fighting. This mother
otter separated the boys, explaining that they needed to be by
themselves for a while. She
helped each one to find a quiet
activity. After a quiet period,
they usually resumed their play
together happily. In time, they
That's why Nive never sacrifice quality.
learned that this procedure paid,
ITS IMPROVED PERfoRMANCE
WAS MEASURED NERN
and now one tells the other to go
off by himself, or announces, "I
Have your doctor leave your perscripguess I'll play alone awhile."
Such simple illustrations are
tions with us.
commonplace, says Dr. Waring.
They serve to suggest the many
ways in which children can hurt

W

RELIEF AT LAST
ForYour COUGH

Sydney, Australia — AP — A
man at Gympiek Queensland,
Australia, recently found one of
his hens dead with the head of
a small brown snake protruding
from its crop. The pullet had
swallowed the snake and it had
forced its way through the skin
to the crop. The snake was also
dead,

it's more important to provide a
client with adequate

We think

Protection than to sell

him a policy he doesn't
need

if you like your

insurance

Try a Leader Classified Ad'

program

way, call
today.

that

BACKACHE

For quick comforUng help for Backoehlt,
IthaumaUe Pains, Getting Up Nights,'towel
cloudy urine. Irellating passages, Leg Pale,
eirclse under eyes, end stollen ankles, dos
Ss non-organic and non-systemic Kidney and
Bladder troubles, try Cystec. Quick, complete
satisfaction or money back Xuarautaed. art
you" druggist for Cram' today.

Charter No. 5257
Reserve District No. 8
REPORT OF CONDITION OF TIIE

FARMERS NATIONAL BANK
PRINCETON,IN THE STATE OF KENTUCKY, AT THE CLOSE
OF BUSINESS ON DECEMBER 31, 1948 PUBLISHED IN
RESPONSE TO CALL MADE BY COMPTROLLER OF THE CURRENCY, UNDER SECTION 5211, U. S. REVISED
STATUTES
•
ASSETS
1. Cash, 'balances with other banks, including reserve
balance, and cash items in process'of collection ....$
2. United States Government obbiations, direct and 724,299.74
guaranteed
1,180,579.45
3. Obligations of States and pcddictal subdivisions
212,806.90
4. Other bonds, notes, and dpbentures
5,000.00
5. Corporate stocks (including $3750.00 stock of Federal
Reserve bank)
3,750.00
6. Loans and discounts (including $960.75 overdrafts)
7. Bank premises owned $20,000.00, furniture and fix- 772,945.17
tures $4,000.00
24,000.00
11. Other assets
9,065.30
12
TOTAL ASSETS
OF

LIABILITIES
13. Demand deposits of individuals, partnerships, and corp*ations
14. Time deposits of individuals, partnerships, and cor-$2,109,754.58
porations
142,144.17
15. Deposits of United States Government (including
postal savings)
41,824.80
16. Deposits of States and political subdivisions
465,019.51
18. Other deposits (certified and cashier's checks, etc)
3,071.41
19.
TOTAL DEPOSITS
$2,761,814.47
23. Other liabilities
8,132.09

25. Capital Stock:
(c) Common stock, total par $50,000.00,
26. Surplus
27. Undivided profits
TOTAL CAPITAL ACCOUNTS
LIABILITIES
COUNTS

TOTAL

AND

CAPITAL

AC

MEMORANDA
31. Assets pledged or assigned to secu're liabilities and for
other purposes
$ 734,054.35
•
STATE OF KENTUCKY,
COUNTY OF CALDWELL, as:
I, Howard Rice, cashier of the above-named
do solemnly
swear that the above statement is true to the bestbank,
of my knowledge
and belief.
HOWARD RICE, Cashier
Sworn to and subscribed before me this 8th day of January,
1949,
JESSIE N. SPICKARD, Notary Public.
My commission expires January 31, 1950.
CORRECT—Attest:
W. C. SPARKS
J. M. WOOD
J. B. LESTER,
Directors.

world's toughest Proving Ground

CREOMULSION

WE HAVE BEEN TRUSTED WITH OVER
128,463

WHO FILLS
SUPPLIES
YOUR
order PREscRIPTIoNs?

Buy your sickroom
supplies where you
have your prescriptions filled.We
carry
S complete stock of quality
merchandise at reasonable
prices. Your
will receive the prompt
service that a
prescription receives. Try us.
We us. Mora Preseripliso
Chemical.

Give your clovers a good big
helping of their favorite food—
and watch them grow! Feeding
hungrily on FOUR-LEAF Powdered Rock Phosphate, the clovers take their nitrogen from
the free air. You get a huge increase in clover growth, richer
clover for livestock--and all
following crops benefit from
the increased soil phosphorus,
nitrogen, and organic matter.
Grow phosphated clovers —
for low-cost soil improvement.
Write to . . .

the 1949 Chevrolets, a
V glance will be enough to tell you
they're new—all new--in line and contour,
in beauty and style. And when you look
inside, and under the hood, and beneath
the chassis, you'll see that their newness is
not merely in outward appearance, but in
design and engineering and construction
as well.
WHEN you see
V

us

economy. They are the engineers and technicians of the General Motors Proving
Ground—the largest, most completely
equipped, outdoor testing laboratory in
the automobile world.
Here, before a single new 1949 Chevro-

But, to a lot of people, the 1949 Chevrolet is already old. They know what it will
do, and how exceedingly well it will do it—
they know all about its performance, its
comfort, its power, safety, durability and

let went into production, experimental
models were tested—made to show that
they possess, in greater measure than ever,
all those qualities on which Chevrolet has
built its leadership.
In short, the General Motors Proving
Ground tests are your assurance that your
new-model Chevrolet has proved its worth
through many months and many, many
thousands of miles of rough handling.
Soon you will see the new Chevrolet—
and when you do, you will see a car not

only new, but tried and true.

Princeton, Ky.
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Quinn 4-H Club
Wins K. U. Award
For 1948 Work

._

Thursda ,

Janus]

13, 1

-

Mechanic At Yokohama
apartment. Gas and
Private First Class William B.
Green street.
Tyrie, son of Mrs. Alma Tyrie,
(Continued from page one)
Princeton, is a mechanic .with
dice. Phone 710.
itc Visit Homer
FOR RENT: 310 North Semincounty and to him . . . It is an
_
Dawson - Pri
unfurnish
the 519th Military Police Bated
ary; one large
11,
honor to award this cup to the
Standard Model Kenmore gal
-Approximately 27 leaders of
for expert repairing
The Butler Tigers defeated
sleepin
talion, Yokohama. Pfc. Tyrle
housekeep
g
or
ing
former mayor, the head of the
range,
;
for
city
bottle
or
gas;
kinds of mechanical
Lyon County High, 30-19, in a
entered the Army in 1947 and 4-41 clubs from 16 Western Ken- taxpayers
room; utilities and heat furNamed Outstanding
' league, and the father
$99.95. Sears Order Office.
basketball game played Tuesday
nished; employed adults prehas been in the Asiatic theatre tucky counties attended a trac- of the
courthouse, R. W. LisPhone 790.
lic
County Group; Second for 18 month&
tor maintenance school Tuesday
night in Btuler gym. The Tigers
ferred. Also garage for rent.
SALE. Seven room
anby."
trailed,
5-3,
2tp
p.m.
at
the
the
after
end
4
Apply
through
of
Thursday at the WesONE DAY radio service on all 911 West Main St.
In District; Prizes
Stoker
Mr. Lisanby, who will be 80 first quarter, but pulled ahead -------ty winner in housekeeping, also
maims and models. Satisfacfurnace, attic fan,
tern Kentucky Experiment Subfull
years old February 4, was born in the second to lead, 17-10, at Plumbing and Heating, Repair
attended 4-H week in Lexington.
Given In 72 Counties
tory
work
reasonabl
at
prices
down
e
stairs,
two piece
Work. When you need work
The club had a representative station here. They will take in- in Hopkins county, near Dawson the half. They forged illeadlly
The Quinn Club was named
guaranteed. Shrewsbury's Rastairs.
Shown by appo
formation gained back to their Springs. In 1877 he moved to ahead in the third and entered
done call or see R. B. Cumoutstanding 4-H Club in Cald- at 441 camp at Murray, and all
dio Shop. South Jefferson at
Phone 732.
mins, 508 N. Jefferson, Phone
Caldwell county, near Piney the fourth on the long end of a
well county in 1948, and also members took part in the com- own counties.
the
Railroad.
Call 423-J. tfc
2tp
808-J.
John McDowell, Princeton, at- Grove, and in 1890, came to 25-13 count.
ranked second in district com- munity fair which the club
FOR
RENT:
Princeton.
One
down-town desponsored.
Tiger
Aprroxima
scoring
tely
was
Lee,
95
12
petition, in a program sponsortended from Caldwell county,
FOR SALE: 1 Used 7 ft. Frigidsirable merchantile building;
He was admitted to the bar points; Barrett, 7; Hogan and
ed by the Kentucky, Utilities percent of the members finished
aire refrigerator. McConnell
The school was sponsored by in March,
200x70 feet; parking space in
1898, and practiced P'Pool, 4 each, and Williamson,
Company, County Agent ft. A. two projects each with complete the Standard Oil Company, in
ltc.
Electric Co.
in Princeton until his retire- 3. Lyons' scores were made by
rear. Attractive lease. Cumrecords. One social activity was
Mabry announced Saturday.
cooperation with the Extension
mins his. Agency. Over Wood's
To encourage more and better a weiner roast last June which Service of the College of Agri- ment. He married Miss Hattie Bailey, 9; Hulse and Travis, 3 We need your head in our busiDrug Store. Phone 520-J. ltc
ness. Sharp's Barbel Shop.
4-H work, the company award- was attended by about 55 par- culture, University of Kentucky. White October 5, 1898, and they each; Driver, 2, and Sowash and
celebrated their Golden .Wed- McCruigg, 1 each.
Luther Carner, Luther Glass,
ed cash prizes, totaling $895, to ents, visitors and 4-H'ers.
Instructors were from tractor ding
Car
Heaters, Stewart Werner
anniversary last fall.
Club officers in 1948 were Leo
Butler will be host to GuthA. P. Yates and Stanley Sharp.
outstanding clubs in the 72 Kencompanies and local implement
Heaters
repaired, installed,
Mr.
Lisanby
Hill,
Shop.
president;
was
Friday
rie
Eva
Beauty
mayor
Roy
Modern
night,
Lowry,
from
Jan.
vice14, and
tucky counties it serves.
dealers representing
Interna- 1913 to 1917, city
sold. Williams Texaco Service
president;
will
attorney
Mildred
White.
play
Thomson
Eleanor
at
and
Crenshaw,
Fredonia next Tuessix
Quinn will receive $20, the
tional Harvester, John Deere, terms,
Station. Corner Plum & Main.
and was appointed coun- day.
reporter, and
4ty
presentation to be made by R. secretary and
Ford, Case, Avery, Allis-Chal- ty attorney
Phone 557.
tfc
to fill out an unex109 Short Street
S. Gregory, district manager of Anna Hill, song leader. Leaders mers and Oliver. Local impleTwo
OFFICES FOR RENT:
pired term, and was appointed
were Mrs. L. L. Hopkins and
FOR
RENT:
the utilities company.
unfurnish
3-room
ed
ment
companies represented special
Finkel's
over
Fair
rooms
front
circuit judge several
All the club girls took sew- Mrs. G. C. Crenshaw, assisted were Williams, T. C. Ackridge,
Store, available January 1. Intimes.
ing projects and exhibited them by parents of the members.
Mitchell, Robinson, Colemanquire at Princeton Shoe Co.,
He
ret.red
from
active
pracin the style show last May. Two
Dunn, Hodge and C & L Tractor. tice in
tfc
Phone 86.
1946, but still spends
teams and two single demonstra- Card Of Thanks
John L. McKitrick, University about five
hours a day in the
Eleven volunteers went from For more beautiful walls use
tions were given at 4-H Rally
We appreciate the kindness of of Kentucky, was chairman of
office where he worked 46 years. the Recruitin
Day.
g Sation, PrinceRED SPOT flat wall paint our friends, the doctors, nurses, the school. Van D. Bowling and
He and his wife have lived at ton, to Owensbor
Roy Lowry and Leo Hill won and entire hospital staff during Buddy Parker represente
o last week far
only $3.00
12 matched
d Stan- 211 N. Jefferson 44 years.
enlistment in the Army. From
the district contour cultivation the illness and death of our dard Oil. J. W. Whitehous
colors
with Semi-Gloss or
e, de''It is a long way from a bare- 'there they were
contest and represented this daughter, Linda Carol.
sent to Camp
Parmolite finish. JOINER'Spartment head, and H. B. Gib- foot orphan
in the Piney Grove Breckinridge for basic training.
district in Lexington during 4-H
your friendly hardware.
tfc
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph E.
son, field agent, were here for section to
receiving
the outweek. Eleanor Crenshaw, counFive,of the enlistees are from
Tanner.
1 tp the 4-H Club.
standing citizenship award in Caldwell county;
Reliable
wanted
man wtih car
five from
Caldwell county. I am sincerely Lyon, and one from
to call on farmers in Caldwell
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4 HOUR ENAMEL

SEED

Red Clover
Alsike Clover
White Dutch Clover
Sweet Clover
Korean Clover
Alfalfa-Kansas

Alfalfa-Okla.

*very spot he your horn*

$5.00

FLOOR ENAMEL $4.00
iimum/ MADE TO WALK ON
(,,1
High
Sups, Tough •
Keep New

Orchard Grass

LINOCWICK

Rye Grass

Timothy

$5.00

Robinson Seed & Trucking Co.

JOINER'S

L

COLD
WEATHER

JANUARY WHITE
SALE!

MEANS DRIVING IN ICE AND SNOW

REDUCE
the chances of an accident by having
your steering checked NOW
1. Our Bee-Line Equipment will discover any
misalignment

your automobile or truck.

3.

will correct any defects

in your

9-4 Sheeting
77c yd.

Randolph Motors
Main Street
a
,

$2.49
MEN'S

36-in. Unbleached

Overall Pants

SHEETING

8-oz. Sanforized full cut . . .
Rivited at points of strain.

56x60 count. Our best narrow
sheeting.

$1.98

auto-

AUBREY HUGHES

Men's Overalls

,,, 39c

M
Pancake Flour
Navy Beans
25c Catsup
P
C
15c Pork 8t Beans.,
Tomatoes
25c Peaches
Orange Juice 46... 25c Flour
Milk
1/1t
C
25c Asparagus
Green Beans
171/2c Apple Butter
Matches
Peanut Butter
32c
Juice
221
/
2c Tomato Soup
S
2802
French Dressing
Tuna Fish
39c Salad
enAnnDressing
Peas
10c P
Crackers
45c Chocolates
can

Lite Flake

10

yds. $2.39

81x99 SHEETS
128 count to square inch. Fine
Bleached Muslin.

JACKETS
BOYS' $8.95
Wool with leather front. Reduced to-

$4.00

12 to 16
$2.19 ea.
-- Men's Knit Shorts
Full elastic waist. Small, MedTurkish Towels ium,
LargeLarge 20x40 inches. Pink or
47c
Blue.
44c ea.
Men's Work Socks
5 pr. $1.00
Dubarry Prints
orroN TWILL
80 square, fast color. Our reguWork
Gloves
lar 49c quality.
Fleeced lined
39c yd.
22c pr.

tips

ocoa
Hershey's
1.2 lb. can
Plmouth Maid, extra standard

Phone 100
Mrs.

e . Engelhardt, Owner

W. G. Walrond, Mgr.

25-1b. hag

15
10c
e.in 13c
25c
1 75
32c

WI-oz. jar

Firechief

35:
19

6 hose.-

104-asz. can 10C

Milani, 1890

oup Big Boy Veg.,
Sunset, grated, light meat

Browns Valley Blackeyed

Can"7Y2c

No.

I2

8-oz. bottle.

umpkin

Brach's

Ireland, 2 lg. 29-07

39c

jar 25c
15c

can

19-oz. can

Dixie Belle Soda

(.,ri

herry

2-lb. box

1-11). box

Oranges
28c Sweet Potatoes

abbage Texas, new
green, 10-11).49C

65c

Florida

':,36eaceac
h,handWiS
n
igilne?n2.

as eff,earawnatdyhe.

8 lbs

3-lbs

lb. 25c

‘:
1).'ynro.ngved'ae:
ret3If'
gSaeitItrasinneMdgr1
. aciritoy'
hisesleahnetltrnounPds1se.

MEAT SPECIALS

Sliced Bacon

lb 49c Steak

Listen to "Bing Sings" Daily
6 P. M.

Round or Sirloin

lb

Week Days

Red Front Stores
MORE FOR YOUR

59c

,

WSON, Henderson, Ky. 9 A. M.

bwensboro, Ky.,

MONEY ALL THE TIME

and
Leteigewrierewittigt,

, by
euchnoO
litahntr 6sc
; om
riecu
ng w
ilans,
:i and
P*Pool, 4 each'

39c
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FRESH FRUITS AND VEGETABLES

C
P

•

McConnell, superintend Street department, 'will
the job, Mr. Simmons

.,
,

Campbell's

Stokely, Blended, 46-oz. can

ssion has already been
•I from the State Highway
meat for the lines to run
its right-of-way, Mr.
•
79 said.
work will probably be
,ed the last of Januar),
first of February, deon availability of mail* chairman said. Ac, shoeld take little
a week.
pipe delivery is slow,
city Probably has enough
for this work," Mr.
said. "We may have a
ou manhole covers, a s
ire made to order. Sewer
• a plentiful, so we should
: re trouble there,"
by Utlities Company
, dig the ditch, a (Egger to be
from the Paducah disMgr Simmons added. it is
the line will be about
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on final surveys, he
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Eke
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i0',-oz.-os. can

Farm Brand

19-oz, can

Enchantress

WVJS
SERVICE

12

Hunt's

Sunshine., Condensed, __II cani2

I6-oz. jar

in

BRING YOUR CAR OR TRUCK IN
TODAY
FOR INSPECTION
Ask For

NEW LOW PRICE 0,N1

Bleached or unbleached. Extra heavy for long hard ser- 8-oz. Sanforized
Big Brothers
vice.
or Washington Brand.

The service of our Bee-Line Departm
ent will do the job and
do it economically.

SALES

Council Monday
running 740 feet
.ker pipe to the new
site, and also making
fige-over from 2-inch to
water pipe the necessary
1., Thomas J. Simmons,
.:ee chairman, said yes-

Red Top

Ladino Clover

Our factory mechanic
mobile or truck.

40 Additional Feet
New Hospital Site
.11Be Laid Soon

PORCH and
DECK PAINT $4.00

Blue Grass

RED SPOT PAINT

2.
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